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ABSTRACT
Across the country, many students struggle with writing making it a national concern for
society to find a solution to resolve this issue. By understanding how first generation nontraditional students perceive their own writing, educators and administrators can provide the
resources to help these students achieve their academic goals. It is imperative that educators and
administrators be aware of this social issue of concern and try to find the best means to help
eradicate it. Higher education affords students the opportunity to become critical thinkers,
command their own voices, and express their ideas. This dissertation is comprised of three
manuscripts for the Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate (CPED). This first manuscript
will cover the history and nature of the problems that first generation non-traditional students
face in higher education when dealing with their own writing level and skills. The second
manuscript will showcase the data collected from interviews with non-traditional first generation
students and their perceptions of academic writing. The third manuscript will explain the results
and possible solutions and suggestions to help remedy the concerns of academic writing.
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MANUSCRIPT ONE

1

Identification of the Problem of Practice
Higher education serves as a vessel that allows individuals to explore various
opportunities which will help shape their lives. Students attending institutions of higher
education need to possess strong writing and communication skills to project their thoughts and
ideas clearly and cohesively. Without these writing and communication skills, their views and
ideas will not be heard. Students who are struggling with writing are faced with challenges which
follow them not only in their educational classes, but in their careers. In Higher Education, it is
important to be aware of how many non-traditional students are struggling with writing.
According to the National Center for Educational Statistics (2011), by knowing how crucial it is
to understand the obstacles non-traditional students face when entering into college and be attune
to the low retention rates of these students, educators and administrators can be more prepared to
remedy these issues (Grabowski, Rush, Ragen, Fayard, & Watkins-Lewis, 2016). Knowing that
the skill of writing is a social issue of concern for students who attend colleges and universities,
it is imperative that educators facilitate writing strategies that will help the productivity for these
individuals.
Educators and administrators in higher education need to find ways to increase writing
proficiency specifically for first generation non-traditional students. The president of the
University of Maryland University College, Susan C. Aldridge, believes that, “universities also
need to recognize that adult students bring different expectations to the teaching and learning
experience…adult students have an experiential focus. ‘They want to apply the knowledge that
2

they have gained in their education to their work environment in order to enhance their career
right away’” (as cited in Pelletier, 2010, p. 5-6). It is important to reduce the fear and
apprehension of academic writing in first generation non-traditional students, so they can be
better prepared for college level writing in all courses. By obtaining good writing and
communication skills throughout higher education, a student enhances their individual success
and confidence.
The Problem of Practice is focused on how first generation non-traditional students
perceive their own academic writing skills as it pertains to their success in college. This study
will identify the population of first generation non-traditional students and discuss what
constitutes academic writing. Manuscript two will examine interviews that were conducted with
first generation non-traditional students attending a public university off-campus instructional
site on how they define and perceive academic writing in the college setting. Manuscript three
will explain how educators and administrators can assist with these writing concerns. Ultimately,
on-campus resources, such as the writing center, can assist in a proactive means to help alleviate
these concerns in the future.
Problem of Practice in Local Context
The problem of practice is how first generation non-traditional students perceive their
own academic writing at a public university off-campus instructional site. It is important to
understand why academic writing is a problem at the university level. Faculty and administrators
who understand the purpose and meaning of academic writing at the university level can better
assist the needs of these students. In all academic courses, the writing that is required from each
discipline has its own format, contextual analysis, along with critical thinking skills.
Furthermore, academic writing harbors “close readings of annotated texts or segments of
3

texts…[in which to] reflect upon in order to understand the complexities and nuances of the
cultural context of the discipline and its current written forms” (Bastalich, Behrend, &
Bloomfield, 2014, p. 375). In academic writing, each discipline requires a deeper understanding
of the audience that is affected within its discourse community. Students who grasp this
understanding of their own discipline can think more in-depth about how they would use the
knowledge gained from their classes to help resolve issues that might pose concern once they are
in their respective field of study. Students who understand these concepts of academic writing
are more inclined to construct clear and well-developed essays.
Many faculty and administrators are getting more accustomed to having a student body
composed of non-traditional students. “Trending rapidly…toward a wave of ‘non-traditional’
aged (25+) students, featuring displaced workers, first-generation college attendees, returning
students, and those who desire a change in career (either due to financial hardship or preference),
administrators have no choice but to alter collegiate curriculums, services, and overall
philosophies” (Jesnek, 2012, p. 2). First generation students are also becoming visible to some
university campuses. At a public university off-campus instructional site located in the southern
part of the United States both first generation and non-traditional students are faced with
challenges upon entering into the college setting, especially after years of being away from the
institution. These students who express genuine concern for improving their own personal
writing skills can choose to seek assistance and guidance to improve their writing. If these
students do not seek the proper assistance to help them improve their own writing skills, factors
of low confidence and performance levels can occur, as well as withdrawing from class
instruction. This type of behavior in college can quickly lead to grade failure and in turn can lead
to dropping out of the university altogether. “In 1987, Vincent Tinto proposed the dynamic
4

Model of Institutional Departure, stating that the student retention process is clearly dependent
on the student’s institutional experiences” (Lau, 2003, p. 127). It is imperative that educators
become more aware of each of their student’s success and drive within their class. Educators
who understand that “students who have negative interactions and experiences tend to become
disillusioned with college, withdraw from their peers and faculty members, and ultimately, the
institution” (Lau, 2003, p. 127). When educators create an engaging and enjoyable learning
environment, students tend to be more receptive to the material being taught. “One process
involves motivational effects because learning that makes sense tends also to be more enjoyable”
(Calais, 2008, p. 33). Educators who encourage their students within the classroom notice a
higher achievement and drive within their students. “[L]earners...are encouraged to self-explain
process information more deeply than if self-explanation were not involved. Increased time spent
actively thinking about the task...is likely to be more successful if learners engage” (Calais,
2008, p. 34). This tactic is important for educators to understand because it highlights how
students who are involved in their own learning process will be more likely to succeed in their
own academic careers. A statement made by Peter Collier and David Morgan (2008) emphasized
that “[m]astering the college student role enables young people to understand their instructors’
expectations and to apply their existing skills to meet those expectations successfully” (p. 425426). All students who are invested in their college courses, no matter their classification will be
more likely to succeed and gain that knowledge of their chosen field.
Educators and administrators need to be aware of first generation non-traditional
students’ level of their academic performance upon entering into college. As stated in research
conducted by Gail Markle (2015):
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One third of American undergraduate students enrolled in 2011 were considered nontraditional students as defined by the single criterion of age being 25 years and
older….For the period 2008 to 2019, enrollment of students aged 25 to 34 years and older
is expected to increase 28% and 22% respectively, compared to 12% for students aged 18
to 24 years. (pp. 267-268)
This information alone defines the urgency of paying more attention to the needs of these
students. Taylor and House (2010) proclaim:
the number of students going to university from lower socio-economic groups had risen
by nearly 10,000 from 2002/03, to nearly 63,700 in 2007/08...state school entrants have
increased from 81 percent in 1997/98 to 87 percent in 2007/08; and participation from
those coming from low participation neighbourhoods (LPN) rose from 11.4 percent in
2002/03 to 13.5 percent in 2005/06. (p. 47)
These numbers show the rapid increase of non-traditional students, which has caused educators
and administrators to be aware of how this will impact the way in which curriculum is taught
within the classroom. Educators who are more aware of the writing concerns that these first
generation non-traditional students face, can be better equipped to direct them to the necessary
resources on campus that can ensure adequate services to rectify these concerns.
In reviewing the academic performance of non-traditional students, some researchers
have conducted studies that further explain the importance of learning styles and environments
within the classroom. “According to Siegler (2002), a major challenge facing educational
establishments centers on the need to design pedagogical procedures that are instructionally
effective” (as cited in Calais, 2008, p. 29). Educators who place more emphasis on creating a
better learning environment to help the students achieve during their college years is essential. In
6

recent studies, writing has shown as a skill that is not well developed from all classifications of
students. “[S]tudents from K-12 to graduate school do not have adequate writing skills…a recent
national assessment of student writing showed that 88% of 8th graders and 82% of 12th graders
score only the basic level…students bring these inadequate writing skills with them to college”
(Plakhotnik & Rocco, 2016, p. 160). The context of this issue stems from the number of nontraditional students attending college versus the number of traditional students. Professors and
instructors need to be aware that “A vast majority of …students are returning to school after a
ten to twenty year hiatus from the classroom (Jesnek, 2012, p. 3). The rise in first generation
non-traditional students attending college needs the attention of professors and instructors who
are willing to scaffold educational instruction to help close any learning gaps that may be visible.
Professional Positionality and Assumptions about the Problem of Practice
Writing Background
Growing up in south Texas, language became a big part of my cultural upbringing. It
afforded me the opportunity to understand and appreciate various cultures and backgrounds.
Living in an area where both English and Spanish were spoken, I witnessed many people
struggle with the correct way to write and speak. It is in this venue that I truly acknowledged the
importance of respecting the diverse cultures and beliefs of others.
Always having a true passion for writing and the English language, it never really crossed
my mind to become a teacher. Although I do come from a long line of teachers in my family, I
never really thought about teaching college. It was only until I was in my undergraduate senior
year that I truly became more inquisitive about the profession of my own instructors. Their daily
lectures and discussions seemed so interesting and engaging that I began to ask questions about
their job and their own interest in the field they taught. After graduating college, I held various
7

jobs but never felt like I was truly honing in on my talents and passion. It was during this time
that I decided to return to school and obtain a Master’s degree.
Teaching Composition
While pursuing my Master’s degree at Delta State University, I served as a graduate
assistant and writing center consultant. It was in these roles that I knew I had a talent for teaching
and helping others find joy in writing. I was able to eliminate their frustrations when writing.
Upon receiving my Master’s degree, I was excited to discover that an opening for a teaching
position was available at Alcorn State University, a Historically Black College or University
(HBCU). This was my first experience teaching at the college level. I can remember my feelings
of both excitement and nervousness as I entered the classroom. I just kept telling myself that I
will treat my class the way I would want to be treated and teach them the way I would want to be
taught.
This experience teaching at an HBCU afforded me the opportunity to work in a writing
center. It was in this working environment that I felt my passion for writing, language, and the
joy of helping others come together. I had found my calling. For four years, I worked and
developed my own skills as an English instructor helping my students understand the
complexities of literature and finding the joys of reading and writing.
A position soon opened at The University of Mississippi DeSoto Regional Campus that
merged together a job that included directing a writing center and teaching writing. After
applying and accepting this position. It is in this environment where I truly flourished.
In my current position, I serve a dual role of both regional writing center director and
instructor. As an instructor, my goal is to provide opportunities for students to grow and expand
in their understanding of research writing. In teaching WRIT 250 Advanced Composition to
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juniors and seniors, I have learned that they are lacking critical writing skills such as
understanding academic articles, developing a clear claim, and critical thinking skills as it relates
to creating an argument for their research topic. I want my students to feel confident and secure
in their ability to complete an assignment. Teaching traditional, first generation, non-traditional
students, English language learners (ELL), and those students who have not taken a writing class
in more than five years, brings its own challenges. Finding ways to connect students with
resources whether in the writing center or on our regional campus, has made me realize that
having both patience and compassion for these students is very important to their ultimate
success.
While serving in this dual role, I have found that the skills I use as a Writing Center
director in facilitating tutorial sessions enables me to better identify the skills needed by students
in my classroom. I routinely work with students whose first language is not English, first
generation, non-traditional, traditional, and students with learning disabilities. This enables me to
incorporate my background from where I grew up, my passion for writing and learning new
skills. I enjoy helping students explore the pleasures of learning and finding new meaning behind
their own written work.
Engaging Instruction
Keeping students engaged through clarity and applicability is imperative to ensure that
they use the skills that they are taught. By placing my own creative spin on a writing lesson,
students are then able to realize that research writing and writing in general can be enjoyable.
Small group activities where writing is now collaborative instead of being isolated helps improve
discussion and thoughts on an issue. Having open discussion of shared ideas with the class and
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then having group discussion about these thoughts helps students see the benefits of
collaboration and learning together.
Assumptions
While teaching advanced composition for seven years now at the university regional
campus, I feel that still more students are expressing their frustrations with their own writing
skills and feel under prepared for the level of work expected at the university level compared to
the community college level. Higher order thinking is required and more knowledge of various
formatting styles are needed to be known. For example Modern Language Arts (MLA) is not the
only format style that professors are requiring of their students. American Psychological
Association (APA) and Chicago Manual Style (CMS) are also a necessity. As a practitioner of
writing, I am curious about how non-traditional students view or perceive their own writing
skills upon entering into the advanced writing composition course I teach.
Teaching first generation, non-traditional students, English language learners (ELL), and
those students who have not taken a writing class in more than five years, brings its own
challenges. Within this advanced composition course, I am responsible for teaching students the
skills they need to conduct research within their own field of study. Having the writing center on
campus has been an essential place conducive for learning that supports the writing needs of
students. Although these resources provide additional support for my instruction, students are
still expressing their own writing concerns and confusion in regards to formatting in APA style.
It is with these concerns that I began to question whether or not these students understand how to
find resources to help rectify these concerns on their own, or if they are suffering from a learning
gap from writing courses taken in the past that was not closed when transitioning into college.
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While employed as both an instructor of writing and the writing center director on this
regional campus, I service a variety of stakeholders: students, faculty, administrators, and staff.
This particular regional campus community is unique. The building itself houses two institutions,
a regional community college and a regional university. Students who attend the community
college can either graduate with an associate’s degree or continue their education to complete a
four year degree through the university. Student stakeholders consist of those who are
transitioning from a community college into the university.
Administrators, staff, and faculty stakeholders rely on my dual role of writing instruction
and writing center director management for this regional campus. Providing free tutorial services
to the students as well as in-class workshops for faculty helps to promote a student service that
enhances the quality of student education. This service promotes student retention rates and
higher graduation rates. As institutions evaluate ways to make a positive change for students in
the future it is imperative for administrators, faculty, and staff to work together to improve
retention rates. According to Vincent Tinto (1987), “institutions rethink traditional ways of
structuring collegiate learning environments and find new ways of actively involving students, as
well as faculty, in their intellectual life. It requires a deeper understanding of the importance of
educational community to the goals of higher education” (p. 212). Along with Vincent Tinto,
“psychologist Diane Ruble (1994) offers a model that ties developmental change to life
transitions such as going to college. Transitions are significant because they present new
situations about which individuals know little and in which they will experience uncertainty” (as
cited in Harper & Jackson, 2011, p. 252). The more awareness administrators and faculty can
give to this issue, the more inclined higher education will see a change for growth in the
population of students.
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As an educator, I also need to possess the skills and tools to help facilitate deeper
thinking and encourage new ideas and thoughts from students. By showing the importance of
real-life applications of these required assignments, I believe they are much better prepared for
the job market. John Dewey states, “‘The sources of educational science are any portions of
ascertained knowledge that enter into the heart, head and hands of educators, and which by
entering in, render the performance of the educational function more enlightened, more human,
more truly educational than it was before” (Biesta & Burbules, 2003). This statement truly
identifies the progressive nature of educators and education itself as our world continues to
evolve and adapt to our environment. I believe I accomplish this objective by giving my students
plenty of time on task activities with monitored guidance when they learn a new skill.
In addition to practicing these skills, meeting with each student for a one-on-one
appointment to discuss the details of the assignment is helpful in their productivity as a writer. I
sincerely believe that as a teacher, I want to make certain that my students are being reached at
the level of their understanding. My role as an educator is to provide opportunities for students to
grow and expand in their understanding of the material being taught.
The students I teach all have very different academic backgrounds. Teaching to the more
common non-traditional students and those students with critical writing skills brings its own
challenges. Having this opportunity has allowed me to develop techniques to adjust my teaching
so that I can reach all of my students. “From the field of philosophy, John Dewey and his
followers in the field of education argued for the primacy of experience in education, promoting
course instruction based on projects, field work, and inquiry, all relevant to the student, rather
than memorization and recitation” (Harper & Jackson, 2011, p. 115). Adhering to my philosophy
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of education to this principle thought, I feel that I am able to address the writing concerns of my
students which allows me to reevaluate my own teaching approach.
Serving as the regional campus writing center director, I train my writing consultants to
guide students in the right direction so that they will become better writers. Writing consultants
give both constructive and positive feedback to those students who use the writing center which
results in a more confident student who is secure in their own writing ability. It truly is a
privilege to have the Writing Center as an additional resource to help my students get the one-onone attention they need to succeed.
One of my primary goals as a teacher is to communicate clearly with each student.
Setting aside time to help students with specific questions has been very helpful when teaching
research writing. Dewey attests to the fact that “The object of foresight of consequences is not to
predict the future. It is to ascertain the meaning of present activities and to secure, so far as
possible, a present activity with a unified meaning” (Biesta & Burbules, 2003). Students who are
more connected with their own writing ability and see the value of process writing are better able
to develop themselves as a stronger writer.
Development of Assumptions
Being aware of the unique needs of the students on the regional campus, I conduct
individualized conferences with my students throughout the semester. These conferences allow
me to better assist their writing needs throughout this research writing course. Meeting with each
student for a one-on-one conference to discuss the details of the assignment is helpful in their
productivity as a writer.
Teaching students who struggle with finding their own voice does present its own
challenges, but it is my goal to instill confidence within them, so that they can remove their fear
13

of writing. While serving this dual role of writing instructor and writing center director, I have
found that the skills I use as director in facilitating tutorial sessions in the writing center, enables
me to better identify the skills necessary to rectify specific writing needs to those students in my
classroom.
As I reflect on my years teaching writing at the college level, I have come to realize that
in the task of writing, students truly learn by doing. Each semester, I continue to hone my own
research writing skills and strive to be creative, so that I will have a fresh approach to teaching
the joys of writing. Being a lifelong learner, I will continue to research innovative and creative
ways of engaging my students in the writing process so that they can reach their full potential.
Contextualization of the Problem of Practice within a Conceptual Framework
Writing and communication help to articulate thoughts and expression of ideas that create
changes in society for either better or worse. It is critically important to develop a method for
evaluating students’ performance. One of the most effective ways for evaluating students’
understanding of the material being taught is through written communication. Writing and
communication are the means by which a student is able to express their ideas and thoughts
about an issue taught.
Across the country, many students struggle with writing making it a national concern for
society to find a solution to resolve this issue. Educators and administrators need to be aware of
this social issue of concern and try to find the best means to help eradicate it. More nontraditional students are attending colleges and universities. There is an inconsistent level of
writing skills among these students and it is important to help rectify this issue so that they are
ensured a strong education so that they can pursue higher education goals along with
employment goals. Higher education affords students the opportunity to become critical thinkers,
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command their own voices, and express their ideas. Writing and communication help to
articulate thoughts and expression of ideas that create changes in society for either better or
worse. It is critically important to develop a method for evaluating students’ performance.
Writing and communication are the means by which a student is able to express their ideas and
thoughts about an issue taught.
Scholarly Literature Review and Communities of Professional Practice
Students who are transferring from a community college to a university need to be
assured that their transfer experience is a productive one. Educators and administrators in higher
education need to be in tune with this notion as it does affect the progressive nature of current
students’ educational path to success. For those students who are transferring from a community
college to a university, it is important to note that “‘[a]rtificial barriers’ in college policies and
procedures may be interfering with the smooth transition of transfer students….Curricular
barriers to successful transfer include conditions that create confusion and difficulty with respect
to transferability of courses” (Cuseo, 2001, p. 7). This is just one example of how crucial it is to
consider the curriculum and the barriers that come with it as an issue of concern in helping
transfer students achieve their academic goals.
Universities must acknowledge the importance of making a smooth transition possible for
students. It is important to create clear curriculum materials to educate society, so that they are
better prepared for career opportunities. Another aspect educators and administrators need to be
aware of is that some students who attend community college and transfer to a university mainly
consist of the minority population. Knowing that a population of minority students are
transferring into college, the equality and access for all students needs to be noted. As stated by
Rendon and Garza (1996), “underrepresentation of minorities in the share of baccalaureate
15

degrees earned and the fact that earning the bachelor’s degree is to a large extent contingent on
minorities successfully transferring from two-to four-year institutions…the imperative to
increase transfer rates of minority students is a national concern” (as cited in Cuseo, 2001, p. 67). Additional success programs that provide educational access for all students in the form of
on-campus educational success outlets help increase the retention rate and eliminate the
confusion of transferring from one institution to another.
Universities and community colleges need to work together to better understand the
needs of their student population. Pascarella and Terezini (1991) claim that “[f]ailure on the part
of educators and public policymakers to acknowledge that two-year and four-year colleges do
not lead to the same set of educational and economic outcomes and failure to act on that
recognition will mean that unequal educational opportunity will continue, not in the
opportunities to participate in higher education but in the opportunities to reap the full benefits of
participation” (as cited in Cuseo, 2001, p. 7). Institutions that do not address this fact are doing a
disservice to students. The idea of “American core values—a concern for the notions of
publicness, for equal access and opportunity, equality, and autonomy” is underscored as an
important point to be looked at as the goal of higher education (Giroux & Giroux, 2007, p. 28).
Students need to be educated. They need to embrace their own views and thoughts, and execute
their ideas when they enter into the workforce. Community colleges and universities both require
academic success from their students and in doing so, they need to be aware of how innovative
ideas and programs implemented can help remedy social issues of concern. Higher education
values follow in line with the Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate (CPED) principles
which focus on social justice, ethics, and equity. By developing a clear understanding of the
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importance of these three concepts, educators can uplift students of any classification to become
their best and achieve their desired goals.
CPED First Principles
Social Justice
Students who are accountable for their academic contributions in classes show value and
meaning to the productivity of their work. In Public Goods, Private Goods: The American
Struggle Over Educational Goals, author David Labaree explains how higher education is
viewed through a social efficiency lens. He states that the “social efficiency approach to
schooling argues that our economic well-being depends on our ability to prepare the young to
carry out useful economic roles with competence” (Labaree, 1997, p. 42). Understanding this
important aspect of the value of higher education, it is essential for educators and administrators
to create particular attention to writing and communication from students so that they can
become effective workers in society. Assessing writing across their institutions has allowed for a
better understanding of the struggles and successes of students’ needs and concerns to their
academic career as it pertains to writing. Writing is ultimately clear thinking and clear thinking
allows for clear solutions and resolutions for societal problems. Without writing and
communication skills, society’s future will lack a critical skill that is imperative for the country
to succeed as a whole.
Higher education has a way of impacting class and social mobility. In William Barratt’s
(2011) article, Social Class on Campus: Theories and Manifestations, he explains that
“[o]rganizational structures are one of the ways college reproduces social class...” and then
further expresses that it is important to have a hierarchy of when it comes to “more power,
prestige, money, and class because your work role defines your social class” (p. 94). Higher
17

education holds a responsibility to allow various classes to be explored. Administrators and
educators can help to create opportunities for students to explore differing viewpoints and class
structures on campus. When a student experiences these different avenues of social groups, their
ideas change and the way they look at the world around them is now viewed with a new set of
eyes. Being exposed to different cultures and different class structures on a college campus,
allows students to explore, learn, and grow within their community. This opportunity is so
beneficial to the development of an individual in how they take in differences and interact with
populations that they are not accustomed to being around. Higher education creates an avenue
for the student upon entering into the workforce. Individuals who have never extended their
education in a higher educational setting, can sometimes lack a social or constructive skill that
would otherwise have been taught and developed had they explored options in furthering their
education. In the article by Grusky and Ku (2007), they mention views which “argue that
working-class culture is disparaging of educational investments…because such investments
expose the working class (more so than other classes) to a real risk of downward mobility” (p.
10). Looking at this point from a social mobility lens and also of the critical theory perspective,
honing in one class structure to hold the weight of the world is very problematic. Critical
theorists would suggest that many different classes need to work together to address this problem
of imbalance of social economic structures. Rebuilding and reshaping this problem would
alleviate the burden of working class citizens and help eliminate their downward spiral. Being
able to remark on issues of importance, enhances an individual’s self-assuredness. A society that
shares its unique ideas can help empower the outlook of their community. It changes people’s
lives. Critical social issues faced in higher education cannot be addressed effectively without
having individuals who are able to express themselves and their ideas clearly.
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The ultimate achievement of social efficiency is acquiring these advanced writing and
communication skills to help produce a well working society. Higher education serves as a
conduit to promote successful citizens. In Labaree’s (1997) article, he further explores the value
of social efficiency as providing an education to students that enhance skills needed in a
workforce which provide a “steady supply of employees” (p. 47). Without having the ability to
articulate new ideas in written form, students limit their potential for success in the workplace.
Understanding the need for balance in democratic values and students’ own personal value of
obtaining an education is the role of higher education. As the productivity of society is constantly
evolving, it is imperative to help produce effective and well-educated students to understand this
progression. Authors David Grusky and Manwai Ku (2007), express “it cannot easily be
reconciled with evidence suggesting that the computerization of the workplace and related
technology change has been at least one force behind a heightened demand for highly educated
workers” (p. 24). As society continues to grow, the use of technology is becoming more and
more prevalent as a tool to increase productivity and facilitate communication and social
connections. It is critical that students who are graduating with their higher education degrees be
knowledgeable about how to use and understand various technological applications as it will be
used throughout their career. Educators and administrators have a responsibility to educate
students to be prepared for the workforce upon their graduation.
Ethics
Students who are a product of higher education become critical thinkers and own their
own voice. As addressed by authors Henry Giroux and Susan Giroux (2003), “[d]emocratic
politics demands the full participation of an educated populace” (p. 28). It is important that
educators make their students feel comfortable to express their ideas in the classroom as well as
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outside of the classroom. When educators create a classroom environment that is one of
respecting others’ opinions, students who communicate their ideas and thoughts openly and
freely can begin to engage in deeper discussions with their respective classmates. Critical
thinking can then be facilitated by the educator, thus creating an opportunity for shared learning
and a creation of innovative ideas. Educated citizens help to address issues of most importance
that are in need of change. “Progressives like DuBois, Dewey, and Adams…believed that
education for a democratic citizenry was an essential condition of equality and social justice and
had to be provided through public and higher education” (Giroux & Giroux, 2007, p. 30). Higher
education provides an opportunity for students to openly and freely express their ideas and
exchange thoughts in an environment conducive to civil discussion where the importance of
communication is addressed. In an alternative view, authors Giroux and Giroux (2007), point out
that “educators seemed to have lost the language for linking schooling to democracy, convinced
that education is now about job training and competitive market advantage” (p. 28). It is
imperative for educators to challenge their students to openly debate and provide them with the
communication skills necessary to resolve conflicts. Once students enter the workforce, they will
be better communicators. By doing so, they become a valuable team member, thus becoming a
positive force in society. Educators who challenge the ideas and thoughts of their students are
creating an individual who can think critically and independently. Students need to understand
the importance of communicating with various personality types. Knowing how to write clearly
and effectively is essential for their ideas to be taken into consideration. Without these skills
learned and practiced in higher education, a student will not be prepared for what will ultimately
be faced in the workforce. A skilled citizen versus an unskilled citizen results in “a classical
Marxian account in which low skilled workers” are reduced based on their lack of knowledge for
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the job, thus creating an imbalance in productivity (Grusky & Ku, 2007, p. 24). Viewing this
issue through the lens of a functionalist, creating a balance and equal approach by producing
well-educated citizens can alleviate the problem of knowledge discrepancies that hinder work
productivity. Students who complete their post-secondary degree can then obtain a career in an
area in which they were trained. When critical thinking occurs, rationalization can begin.
Equity
While understanding the importance of social efficiency as it relates to higher education,
it is also important to view another aspect of higher education as seen through social mobility. In
Labaree’s (1997) article, he defines social mobility as it relates to education as a “commodity,
the only purpose of which is to provide individual students with a competitive advantage in the
struggle for desirable social positions…education is seen as a private good designed to prepare
individuals for successful social competition for the more desirable market roles” (p. 42). His
definition speaks to the developing ideas and purpose of the goal an individual seeks out once
completing their degree in higher education. Viewing the social issue of writing through the lens
of social mobility, a student who has established well-developed writing and communication
skills upon graduation, develops a sense of self-accomplishment and self-worth instilled within,
which allows for self-gratitude for their achievements. Creating a balanced and equal approach to
an issue as the functionalist theory suggests, while viewing the effective writing and
communication skills learned and enhanced from a students’ academic career, is essential for
their well-being as well as their personal productivity in society.
Society needs to be able to express ideas openly and freely with a sense of purpose, while
being in tune with their audience. It is important to understand the power of diversity and
community as it shapes the productivity of society as a whole. Labaree (1997) does point out that
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the “social mobility perspective often puts groups in conflict with each other” (p. 54). This point
made about the social mobility view aligns with that of conflict theory. Group structures compete
for social economic gain. This statement further explains that students from different class
structures, such as the working class and upper middle class, want the best for their children in
regards to “greater access to educational benefits” (Labaree, 1997, p. 54). It is also important that
higher education be aware of social issues that students face upon entering a college or university
setting for the first time. In the article, A Social Epistemology of Educational Research, author
Thomas Popkewitz explains social mobility as it relates to an agency of change. “Social
scientific knowledge inscribed an individual who was seen as possessing agency….It became
possible to think about an actor (individuals or social groups) being mobilized and acting as a
force in social change” (Popkewitz, 1999, p. 25). This progressive individual is able to make
change within their own environment, which ultimately changes their surroundings in which they
live. Thus, higher education serves as a tool to help individuals create this change.
The social issue of writing and communication is important for the success of an
individual, it allows ideas to be well articulated so that opinions can be heard. When an
individual feels confident in their own writing and communication skills, they are able to express
themselves in a manner in which their opinions are heard. In a workplace environment, an
individual who is able to express their ideas either in written or verbal form, communication
occurs that results in change. Popkewitz (1999) underlines the notion that the “psychological
sciences contributed to progress by developing a consciousness committed to hard work and
democratic principles. The actor (parent, child, male/female, class) became an agent who could
be identified…John Dewey, for example, inscribed political/moral assumptions of progress into
personal development within a conception of ‘community’” (p. 19). An individual termed as an
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agent of change, creates an understanding of how communities are developed. Each person is
unique and it is in this uniqueness that independent voices are heard. There are many positives
that diversity and community bring to a society. One needs to be able to articulate their thoughts
in ways in which communication is understood. Both community and diversity help create a
deeper understanding of various thoughts and views within a society. The article, Does 2+2 Still
Equal Four?, explains that “learning takes place in communities of practice and is indexed by
changes in participation within these communities. The primary means of implementing these
principles is to convene practitioners…who are viewed as key actors in informal institutional
networks” (Dowd et al., 2008, p. 12). Both educators and students need to become the agent for
change. Without a society of deep thinkers, progress in the workforce and in people’s own
personal lives would stagnate. A community of deep thinkers who can rationalize problems
cannot be accomplished without writing and communication. It is important in society to have
views that are strong and meaningful and those that speak to a variety of populations. Having
these views help shape and define society as a people.
Writing and communication skills are pivotal in articulating one’s own place in society.
In Popkewitz’s (1999) article, he explains that “enabled people think about how the world was
built up according to their own methods and rationality” (p. 20). A functionalist view focuses on
a balance of ideas expressed to help keep society on an equal setting. When individuals share
their viewpoints on matters of societal issues, whether based on race, gender, equality, or access,
they should be able to do so in a nonthreatening environment. In contrast, looking through the
ideas of the conflict theory, one could argue that creating a balance in society based on
individuals’ expressed ideas will be neither seen nor heard. Ideas of a differing mindset from
another individual’s perspective would create conflict within a society that values power
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structures and limits progressive ideas for change. Underlining the importance of writing and
communication skills to articulate one’s own place in society intertwines with the Popkewitz’s
(1999) idea that “[p]eople are expected to ‘be seen’ and ‘see’ themselves as individuals who
could act in their world…the individual now [becomes] a citizen of a nation” (p. 18). Each
individual must have a place in society where they can express thoughts and ideas freely. Society
needs individuals who can express their thoughts and can listen to others. Clear communication
which promotes a clear understanding of other people’s ideas can create a better social
atmosphere for productivity to occur. When one looks at society through multiple lenses to better
understand an issue, they gain a deeper sense of how to resolve it while still being able to
recognize the potential outcome that could change and alter society.
A society needs to be able to adapt to change and know how to listen and understand one
another. A society that expresses ideas openly and freely with a sense of purpose, is more likely
to be in tune with their audience. Audre Lorde (1983) gives special attention to the importance of
one’s own individuality and difference as it is viewed in society, expressing, “how to take our
differences and make them strengths” (p. 27). In her article, Lorde addresses the feminist view of
how society needs to be open to all ideas from different cultural backgrounds as well as other
gender types. She expresses, “the absence of these considerations weakens any feminist
discussion of the personal and the political” (Lorde, 1983, p. 25). To understand the differences
between individuals and class structures and what is valued and not valued according to
standards for that class, one can develop a sense of understanding and appreciation for the
differences that they bring to the conversation. This creates an understanding and an acceptance
of diversity. For to dismiss ideas or thoughts of a specific class group is to dismiss an idea or
thought that could be potentially profound. It is in a community of diverse people that is essential
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for society to survive and prosper. Sharing ideas and talents help make our culture thrive. It is
important to understand various class cultures and their differences and their strengths. By
understanding one another and appreciating our differences, society can become whole.
Theoretical Scaffolding
In better understanding how theories can help scaffold the learning process of nontraditional students in higher education, one must consider pragmatism, cognitive theory, selfefficacy, and reader-response theory. These theories shape the overall development of how a
student comprehends their own writing strategies and skills.
In the book Pragmatism and Educational Research, authors Gert J. J. Biesta and
Nicholas C. Burbules (2003) give mention to summarizing John Dewey’s theories:
One way to summarize Dewey’s theory of action is to say that it amounts to a
theory of experimental learning. Dewey characterized living organisms-including
the human organism-as capable of establishing and maintaining a dynamic,
coordinated transaction with its environment. Through this process the
predispositions of the organism become more focused and specific, which is
another way of saying that through the tentative, experimental way of establishing
coordinated transaction the organism has learned….It is the learning in the sense
of the acquisition of a complex set of predispositions to act….In this process the
world becomes differentiated...infused with meaning.
In the figure shown, John Dewey’s Pragmatism is the center of the idea behind the how
education should be seen as the focal point. Surrounding the Pragmatists view is Cognitive
Theory by Lev Vygotsky, Transactional Theory by Louise Rosenblatt, and Vincent Tinto’s
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Learning Communities. I feel that all of these theories are critical for helping to understand how
to approach teaching and learning towards first generation non-traditional students.

Cognitive
Theory
Lev Vygotsky

Learning
Communitiies
VIncent TInto

Pragmatism

Transactional
Theory

John Dewey

Louise
Rosenblatt

Self-Efficacy
Albert Bandura

Figure 1
My philosophy of education is one that enhances students’ productivity and active
learning skills. I want each student to feel confident and secure in their own writing ability. John
Dewey (1902), one of the founders of Pragmatism, states, “…we must take our stand with the
child and our departure from him. It is he and not the subject-matter which determines both
quality and quantity of learning” (as cited in Talebi, 2015, p. 5). This statement defines for me
the whole concept of teaching for cognitive growth and development in each student.
During my own classroom instruction, I have found that it is most advantageous when I
modify my teaching technique each semester to reach the various learning styles of my students.
This practice has afforded me great opportunities. Using small discussion groups to paired
activities that focus more on developing in-depth critical thinking skills has really helped
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students to connect and understand the writing process. I also have students conduct peer reviews
and score their own essays using rubrics which have made them more engaged with their own
writing. In connection with the transactional theory, otherwise known as the reader-response
theory, developed by Louise Rosenblatt, I have been able to facilitate a deeper learning within
my classroom during instruction. “Rosenblatt’s view of meaning making is firmly grounded in
pragmatic philosophy — particularly John Dewey’s radical empiricism — where the
experiencing subject and experienced object constitute a primal, integral, relational unity”
(Connell, 2008, p. 104). It is in this process that I am able to see the benefits of peer review and
small group discussion on a common article that I have students discuss in class. “Readers make
sense of texts by applying, reorganizing, revising, or extending both private and public elements
selected from their personal linguistic-experiential reservoirs” (Connell, 2008, p. 103). These
steps allow students to recognize the importance of understanding the concept of audience and
purpose while paying attention to detail. By incorporating peer review within the class, along
with detailed comments focusing more on content and critical thinking, has helped re-evaluate
how students view their own writing. Seeing firsthand how my students respond to peer review
has been positive in their revision process. In addition to practicing these skills, my written
comments on each student’s essay for revision purposes has helped gain clear communication
between reader and writer.
It is also important for me to enhance student learning through the actions of building
strong relationships between the concepts of tutoring and mentoring, which has helped refocus
the purpose of my own teaching. By providing my own educational philosophy to the writing
consultants I hire, I am able to witness a positive learning outcome that is organic to the tutoring
process. The text, Perspectives on Learning, explains, “The best way to learn a new idea,
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according to Dewey, was by means of ‘normal communication with others’—the process of
communication in which the learner was interacting with others in purposeful activities or
investigations of common interest” (Phillips & Soltis, 2009, p. 56). Within a tutorial session,
writing consultants have the students read their paper aloud giving the student an opportunity to
hear their own words for clarity. “[E]ducational philosopher John Dewey…argued tirelessly for
seeing the education of each individual in a social and communal context” (Lunsford & Ede,
2012, p. 152). During training sessions, I model good study habits and demonstrate the best
tutoring strategies that will help improve students’ intellectual growth. This process then evokes
a conversation that student and writing consultant have together about the purpose and audience
of the paper and the goal it is trying to achieve.
Approaching teaching and tutorial sessions in a pragmatic way helps to interconnect the
meaning and understanding of learning as it relates to writing. This learning approach is
highlighted from the theorist, Lev Vygotsky. Vygotsky is quoted in an article saying, “One of the
most fundamental ideas in the area of the development of thinking and speech is that there can be
no fixed formula that determines the relationship between thinking and speech and that is
suitable for all stages of development and all forms of loss” (Gajdamaschko, 2006, p. 35-36).
This statement speaks to the idea that all students learn at their own pace and engage in material
taught to them in ways in which they can grasp the meaning that is most conducive to their own
learning. Knowing this fact, I incorporate various teaching skills to address the kinesthetic
learner, the auditory learner, and the visual learner.
Authors Biesta and Burbules (2003) explain Dewey’s theory of inquiry as “Inquiry does
not solve problems by returning to a previous, stable situation, but by means of a transformation
of the current situation into a new situation. There is, therefore, no absolute end to inquiry.” The
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Outcome of the Process of Inquiry clearly shows that it is precisely because of this cooperation
that inquiry has both an:
actual and a conceptual outcome. Although conceptual operations are as such not
necessary to being about a unified situation-because this can also happen though trial and
error-they are necessary if we want to learn something from solving writings Dewey
referred to the conceptual outcome of inquiry as knowledge-and this may indeed be close
to the way in which we are inclined to use that word in our day-to-day speech. (Biesta &
Burbules, 2003)
The authors then go on to explain these dimensions (modes) as knowing, experience,
practical, and ethical, aesthetic, and the religious mode. Biesta and Burbules (2003) state that
“Dewey’s definition of experience allows him to restore reality to all dimensions or aspects to
the way in which human beings are ‘in the world.’” After reading that paragraph, I thought
about the writing process. Dewey is quoted saying, “The object of foresight of consequences is
not to predict the future. It is to ascertain the meaning of present activities and to secure, so far as
a possible, a present activity with a unified meaning” (as cited in Biesta & Burbules, 2003). This
viewpoint caused me to think about how students revise their own writing and how they are able
to instinctively use the modes of experience whether it is knowledge, practical or ethical.
Students base this information on their own claims in relationship to the academic research they
have gathered. They then review and revise their own writing and process this information to
improve and clarify the meanings in which they want to convey to their reader. “The Deweyan
approach implies that science produces possibilities that can be used by practitioners in their dayto-day actions-and more especially in their own inquiries, their own attempts to address the
problems that confront them” (Biesta & Burbules, 2003). I related this statement as my role as
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writing center director. The research I have studied both on writing center theory and practice
has definitely been beneficial to my directorship in helping me show student tutors how to assist
other students who use our tutorial services with their writing needs. Some student writers
struggle with an assignment and just need help understanding their own writing style. The
research explains how to implement certain practices in helping students with various writing
issues. Yet, there are students that use our writing center services that possess either physical
disabilities or learning disabilities. It is in these tutorial sessions that I have had to use my “own
inquiries” to help modify tutorial sessions. Dewey’s Process of Inquiry delves into the practice
applications of being a researcher in the sense that one has to look at an issue, understand the
issue and then explain how they would tackle this issue. Biesta and Burbules (2003) explain
Indeterminate and Problematic situations and then lead into Dewey’s reasoning behind this as
“[p]roblems are not simply ‘there’ but emerge as a result of the identification of an indeterminate
situation as being problematic, as being in need of inquiry.” In researching my dissertation topic
on non-traditional student writers who transfer from a community college to a university, it is
interesting to notice a common thread from the evidence that other researchers are saying about
this particular issue. The Process of Inquiry for me comes to fruition. Dewey’s existential
operations and conceptual operations are both understood in regards to the research being
completed. Looking at an issue in an existential way helps to see how it can be improved once
action is taken. Conceptual operations as the authors have explained, does help my own
understanding of the literature on my research topic as one in which I can “reflect” upon and
“think” about ways in which I can understand this issue of the writing skills of my students. As a
writing center director and a teacher of writing, I am consistently reevaluating my teaching
approach towards my student tutors and my students. Various learning styles are necessary to
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help each student understand that there are many ways to solve a problem or to write out a
response. In the readings, I found an interesting quote cited from Dewey when he suggests, “the
qualities that custom prescribes as properly belonging to objects of their virtue of their being
factors in a social life,” further underline that meaning and purpose are essential when engaging
learning qualities of students in a classroom setting (Biesta & Burbles, 2003). The more a
professor knows about their students experiences and learning styles, they will be better
equipped to assist them in the classroom with their assignments.
Next Steps
In this qualitative study, I have addressed a purposefully selected sample of eight. These
University of Mississippi DeSoto regional campus students compromised of male and female
individuals with various majors who are first generation non-traditional students at a southern
state university regional campus. Within this qualitative study approach, I will be asking
questions to these students that will address how they perceive their own writing abilities upon
entering into The University of Mississippi DeSoto regional campus. The purpose of this
qualitative study is to understand the perception of academic writing for first generation nontraditional students at a The University of Mississippi DeSoto regional campus. When
constructing academic writing, it is important to know that
[t]he development of research writing is seen as a complex sociocultural practice
situated within specific academic research contexts involving particular discipline
languages, text types, patterns and languages, governed by cultural codes and
conventions about what constitutes effective texts and appropriate use of language
within them. (Bastalich et al., 2014, p. 375)
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Understanding the techniques that encompass academic writing, students are able to compose
well developed essays that focus on research within their discourse of study. The research
questions are focused on academic writing.
1. What writing concerns are expressed by non-traditional first generation students entering the
University of Mississippi off-campus instructional site?
2. Upon entering the University of Mississippi off-campus instructional site, do non-traditional
first generation students feel as though they are prepared for academic writing?
3. What can non-traditional first generation students at the University of Mississippi off-campus
instructional site do to help strengthen their writing skills while taking academic courses?
To help achieve answers to these guiding research questions, the following interview questions
will be asked to the student participants to help generate an understanding of their perceptions of
academic writing.
The interview questions for this qualitative research study will include:
1. How have your past experiences with writing prepared you for writing at the university?
2. How do you feel about the level of writing required in your discipline?
3. What is the amount of writing required in your major?
4. How do you currently feel about the quality and level of your own writing?
5. How prepared do you feel for the level of writing required at the university?
6. How much do you value your writing ability?
7. Can you give me an example of where you have best demonstrated your writing skills?
8. What on-site campus resources are you aware of that could help improve your writing skills?
If so, what were your experiences using these resources?
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MANUSCRIPT TWO
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Introduction to the Problem of Practice
The University of Mississippi off-campus instructional site faculty have expressed to
students the importance of clear communication through writing and the importance of argument
and critical analysis skills as it relates to essay writing. Students attending classes on this offcampus instructional site have expressed a genuine concern for their own writing ability. It is
evident that students who are transitioning from basic writing classes to more advanced writing
classes are lacking the necessary skills of contextual knowledge such as critical thinking,
paragraph development, sentence structure, subject-verb agreement, and use of transitional
phrases. Students who do not possess the necessary writing skills to construct their message in
written form clearly to their audience are most likely to exhibit low-confidence levels in their
writing ability and their overall academic performance.
Even though the lack of adequate writing skills required for academic level courses
affects some students, it is those students who identify as non-traditional first generation that
have expressed their concerns more vocally. There are a wide range of writing concerns that
plague these non-traditional first generation students. One issue that disrupts academic writing
skills for non-traditional first generation students is the time spent away from academic learning.
These students who are currently enrolled in the university may have been so far removed from
how to write an academic essay, that creating an introductory paragraph with a well thought out
thesis statement becomes a struggle that is difficult to overcome. Other issues are visible in their
writing that range from developing clear body paragraphs with topic sentences to supporting
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evidence to back up their commentary. These are seen as elements that need better structuring.
“Research on college writing reveals the habits, skills, and actions associated with the writing
process, such as planning, considering audience and context, researching, drafting, and revising,
are key aspects of successful writing in college classrooms” (Pacello, 2019, p. 187). By
increasing writing proficiency, educators and administrators can work together to eliminate this
issue especially among non-traditional first generation students.
Additionally, the writing load required at the university level is more intense for the
majors offered on the regional campus as opposed to a community college. Each major requires
essays that encourage research. These essays are then longer and require students to express
more of their critical thinking skills. Writing becomes a way for students to communicate their
thoughts and ideas critically on the issue to demonstrate to the professor that they have retained
the knowledge learned from the class. If writing skills have not been retained or learned during
their arrival at the university, this becomes a major concern for students which then affects their
academic performance. “Writing is seen as a problem in need of fixing…the problem is
identified as underprepared educational back-grounds...or the non-traditional nature of many
students” (Badenhorst, Mooney, Rosales, Dyer, & Ru, 2015, p.1). Professors who seek to find
ways to enhance students’ writing capabilities can help these students overcome their fears of
writing. Understanding the perceptions of non-traditional first generation students in regards to
their own writing ability, educators and administrators can be consciously aware of how essential
writing skills are for students to achieve ultimate success within their academic courses and their
future careers. The practitioner wanted to gain a deeper knowledge of what main issues
contribute to their lack of writing skills and how they perceive their own writing as they enter
into the university setting.
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Another issue that is a universal concern is formatting. The majority of majors that
students take on this regional campus are Criminal Justice, Social Work, Education,
Accountancy, and General Studies. All of these majors have research writing assignments that
require the American Psychological Association (APA) formatting or other formatting styles for
research documentation. Students claim that they have not been taught other forms of formatting
other than the Modern Language Association (MLA). Professors cannot assume that these
transfer students know how to format essays when they enter into the university. The notion of
formatting and documentation becomes a new process. Even though these students may have
learned these skills in their past composition classes, these skills may be completely forgotten
and need to be refreshed.
Summary of Problem of Practice and Dissertation in Practice
The nature of this problem of practice emerged from the observations of the practitioner.
Witnessing the frustrations from non-traditional first generation students who attend this regional
campus have at times expressed that the writing required from the university is more intense than
the writing that they were accustomed to from their previous institution. Understanding the
demographics of students attending this regional campus, professors need to have the patience as
well as instructional materials to scaffold writing concepts that need developing. This approach
will ensure students’ learning productivity. Consistently, post-secondary education professors are
plagued by students’ lack of academic writing skills. This lack of academic writing skill set is
also prevalent in first generation non-traditional students. Students who are consciously aware of
their inadequate writing skill set tend to feel less confident and less assured of their capabilities.
Students of all demographics have learned at a young age the fundamental skills of
writing. If these fundamental writing skills were not retained at an early age, students then face a
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huge learning gap when they enter into college. “Researchers have found that very often college
students do not approach writing systematically and instead rely on methods of writing that they
have used in the past, neglecting to take ownership over their own learning” (Pacello, 2019, p.
187). Relying on writing skills that are not well developed leads to the students trying to catch up
with their college peers. This issue becomes challenging for the students as well as professors.
Professors see firsthand the writing struggles and lack of writing skills from some of their
students. Unclear and unfocused writing becomes difficult for the professor to decipher.
Students’ inability to express themselves in written form has become a major concern. Professors
are trying to find ways to improve class instruction and help students achieve the success they
need to graduate from college. It is then with the help of student services, such as the Writing
Center, which helps to assist the student’s writing. This service proves to be beneficial to
students who utilize it.
Educators and administrators are witnessing the writing concerns expressed by students
in regards to their writing ability and writing level that is required from the university. It is this
issue that has generated more involvement in trying to understand this lack of confidence and
lack of writing ability among students, specifically non-traditional first generation students. The
main focus of this dissertation is to better understand the concerns and challenges of academic
writing faced by non-traditional first generation students.
Research Questions
1. What writing concerns are expressed by non-traditional first generation students entering the
University of Mississippi off-campus instructional site?
2. Upon entering the University of Mississippi off-campus instructional site, do non-traditional
first generation students feel as though they are prepared for academic writing?
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3. What can non-traditional first generation students at the University of Mississippi off-campus
instructional site do to help strengthen their writing skills while taking academic courses?
Definition of Terms
Non-traditional: Non-traditional is a term that categorizes students who are aged 25 years or
older entering into college. According to The National Center for Education Statistics, the term
non-traditional student can possess the following qualities: “delayed enrollment into
postsecondary education; attends college part-time; works full time; is financially independent
for financial aid purposes; has dependents other than a spouse; is a single parent; or does not
have a high school diploma...[and] defined as those 25 or older” (Pelletier, 2010, p. 2).
First generation: a student whose parents did not graduate from college. “The term ‘firstgeneration’ implies the possibility that a student may lack the critical cultural capital necessary
for college success because their parents did not attend college” (“The Center,” 2017).
Transfer student: a student who attends college for a time and then leaves and then returns back
to college. It could also refer to a student who has attended another institution and then leaves
and attends a different institution. According to the National Association for College Admission
Counseling (NACAC) (2016) there are three types of transfer students:
Vertical Transfer (also referred to as traditional, forward, upward, 2/4): Transfer from a
two-year institution to a four-year institution.
Lateral Transfer: Transfer from a four-year institution to another four-year institution OR
from a two-year institution to another two-year institution.
Reverse transfer can be used to refer to the process whereby academic credits for
applicable coursework at a college or university are transferred back to the community
college for purposes of awarding an associate’s degree (also referred to as reverse
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transfer of credits, reverse credit transfer, reverse articulation agreement). Reverse
transfer can also be used to refer to transfer from a four-year institution to a two-year
institution (para. 3).
Community college: a two year institution where a student can obtain an associate’s degree or
enroll at a university to complete their course work and obtain a bachelor’s degree. “Community
colleges, sometimes called junior colleges, are two-year schools that provide affordable
postsecondary education as a pathway to a four-year degree” (Homeland Security, 2012).
University: an institution where a student can obtain a bachelor’s degree or continue on to
complete a master’s degree in their specific field of study.
Off-campus instructional site / Regional campus: an institution that offers courses to students just
like the main campus institution, but a regional campus is located in another city away from the
main campus institution. “A satellite campus or branch campus or regional campus is a campus
of a university or college that is physically at a distance from the original university or college
area” (“Satellite Campus,” n.d. para. 1).
WRIT 250: Advanced Composition: A course, offered at The University of Mississippi,
extending the skills of academic writing and research established in first-year writing. Students
analyze readings of increasing complexity, write in a variety of genres, construct ePortfolios,
compose presentations with electronic tools, and choose their fields of emphases for research
projects (Writing & Rhetoric, 2017, para. 1).
American Psychological Association (APA Style): Formatting style used for those writing in the
fields of social sciences. “APA Style is a writing style and format for academic documents such
as scholarly journal articles and books. It is commonly used for citing sources within the field of
behavioral and social sciences” (“APA Style,” n.d. para. 1).
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Modern Language Association (MLA): Formatting style used for those writing in the fields of
Liberal Arts. “MLA style is a system for documenting sources in scholarly writing” (“MLA
Style,” n.d.).
Writing Center: A designated place on a college or university campus where student tutors assist
other students with their writing assignments or other forms of writing. “Writing centers also
reinforce the generally accepted emphasis on writing as a process, for in the center writers
actually engage in writing processes with tutors as they learn by doing how to plan, to
brainstorm, to ask questions for revision, to rework written text, to add variety to sentence
structure, to organize large amounts of material into a research paper, to proofread, and so on”
(Harris, 1998).
Writing tutor: A student enrolled at a university that has been trained to help assist students at
that university with their writing assignments or writing issues. A writing tutor gives more
feedback to the writing instead of solely editing the writing of the student. “Tutors, who may be
peers, professionals, graduate students, part-time instructors, or full-time teachers, meet
individually with writers in the writing center either briefly (e.g., fifteen to twenty minutes) or
for more extended periods of time (typically an hour) to attend to that particular writer’s
concerns” (Harris, 1998).
Data Overview
The overarching issue is that students who are transferring from other institutions and are
taking their junior and senior level undergraduate courses at the University of Mississippi offcampus instructional site are not writing at the collegiate level that faculty require of them. This
issue has also affected faculty as well. Faculty who teach on the off-campus instructional site
have witnessed this lack of writing skill set that is essential for college level courses. This
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qualitative study gathered eight non-traditional first generation students who attend the offcampus instructional site with various majors. They were individually asked to give their
feedback on the issues of writing skills required at the university level and how they perceive
their own writing ability.
Listening to the concerns from non-traditional first generation students about their
writing skills and the writing required at the university level, the researcher obtained a sample
specific to this university off-campus instructional site. This sample consisted of eight nontraditional first generation students, two were male and six were female. Their majors were
General Studies, Education, Accountancy, Criminal Justice and Social Work. During this
qualitative study, one-on-one interviews were conducted to best determine the views of how
students felt about academic writing upon their transfer from another institution. The structured
interview questions were given to the participants during the fall of 2018 to the fall of 2019.
Once the research study and interview questions were submitted to the university’s Institutional
Review Board, the research project was approved. The study was then conducted. All of these
participants were enrolled at the university and had expressed that they were interested in
participating in this study. All of the participants’ conversations were recorded and notes were
taken.
Each non-traditional first generation student who agreed to participate in this qualitative
study was assigned a pseudonym. This pseudonym is used to protect each student’s true identity.
In Table 1, the student’s pseudonym, major, age, and the date of the interview are listed.
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Table 1:
Pseudonym

Major

Age

Date of Interview

Christian

General Studies
26 years old
(History, Biology, and
Religion)

December 13, 2018

Cara

Elementary Education 28 years old

April 1, 2019

Terry

General Studies

38 years old

March 18, 2019

Susan

Social Work

42 years old

March 25, 2019

Felicia

Accounting

42 years old

July 30, 2019

Annabel

Accounting

34 years old

July 30, 2019

Grace

Criminal Justice

25 years old

September 30, 2019

Stephen

General Studies

36 years old

September 30, 2019

Limitations
Throughout this qualitative study, there were definitely some limitations present. The
sample size collected was only gathered from one off-campus instructional site. Spanning the
study to all other university off-campus instructional sites could have provided a variety of
responses that pertained to academic perceptions of writing skills as seen by non-traditional first
generation students. Only a sample of eight students was used to gather data which could have
been expanded. Students who enroll at the university off-campus instructional site are classified
as juniors and seniors, yet only senior non-traditional first generation students participated. It
would have been interesting to compare the responses from students who were in their junior
year as well. Of the eight students interviewed, three were General Studies majors, two were
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Accountancy majors, one was an Elementary Education major, another was a Criminal Justice
major, and one Social Work major. Also, this study, which was conducted over a course of one
year, could have been extended to three to five years to get a variety of responses.
Another concern was that the interviewer was well known to each student participant.
This could be seen as an ethical or conflict of interest issue. The interviewer’s role at the
university off-campus instructional site serves as both a research writing professor for WRIT 250
Advanced Composition and the off-campus instructional site Writing Center Director. Most of
these students knew the interviewer as their former or current professor or knew of the
interviewer as the writing center director. Students’ responses may have been influenced in this
capacity to appease the nature of the study and may have avoided a true response to the questions
asked as it related to their personal writing skill issues.
During the actual interview questioning, the interviewer could have been more
conversational with the participants to allow for more natural conversation to emerge which
would have helped gain a deeper understanding of the nature that surrounded the issues of
writing skills throughout the university courses. The first question asked could have included
information that would help guide the participant in responding more specifically to the years
removed from the university setting prior to their return.
Some of the questions asked during the interview had to be repeated for further
clarification. In hindsight, the phrasing of these two questions could have been clearer, since the
answers collected were similar to each other. Additionally, a question could have been asked to
determine whether or not the student participants had ever utilized their professor’s office hours
for additional help on a writing assignment.
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Presentation of Findings
The students that participated in this qualitative case study were able to give a true
account of how they personally felt about the quality and level of writing that is required at the
university. Most students felt as though they were prepared for the level of work that was
expected while in college but expressed feelings of apprehensiveness when they commented on
their own writing ability. After the interview, the responses to the questions were evaluated and a
common theme was determined to represent the overall views of the participants. During this
interview, eight questions were asked of each participant. These questions focused on the basis
of whether or not the student felt prepared for university level writing. The theme for this topic
was Preparedness for Academic Writing. The responses were then collected and coded. See
Table 3.
The next theme was categorized as Perception of Writing. The results from these
questions were also coded. See Table 4.
The last theme from the results of the participants’ responses was On-site Campus
Resources Utilized. The only code used was Writing Center, which resulted from whether the
participants were aware of an on-site campus resource and utilized the Writing Center services.
See table 5.
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The tables below show the results by number of participants that responded accordingly.
Table 2:
Preparedness for Academic Writing

Responses

Prior to entering into a 4 year university

2

During the university

6

Perception of Academic Writing

Responses

Comfortable with writing in the discipline

3

Confident in writing ability

6

Value writing ability

8

High Amount of Writing in Major

6

On-site Campus Resources Utilized

Responses

Writing Center

8

The results from Preparedness for Academic Writing identifies how non-traditional first
generation students felt about academic writing prior to their entrance into the university as well
as during their college experience.
Table 3:
Preparedness for Academic Writing

Number of Responses

Prior to entering into a 4 year university

2

During the university

6
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Preparedness for Academic Writing
The participants in this interview process were honest about their personal views of their
own writing ability. The majority of non-traditional first generation students felt unprepared for
academic writing prior to entering into a four year university. Only two students stated that they
felt prepared when first attending the university. Overall, students did feel prepared during their
college experience. This view indicates that students felt assured about the writing assignments
required in their respective majors.
Prior to entering into a four year university
The majority of these student participants expressed that they were definitely not
prepared for the level of academic writing that was required upon entering into the university.
Terry, Susan, and Christian claimed that overall writing was challenging for them. Terry
commented by saying, “It was not the best. I feared writing.” Susan admitted, “I was not
prepared for the length of the essays that were assigned.” Stephen stated, “Well, honestly, I can
say I am one of those people who struggles at writing...I never developed...those skills to help me
write better.”
From the eight students interviewed, the two students that expressed a solid foundation
for writing during their high school years were Cara and Annabel. Cara stated that she felt well
prepared based on her high school and college classes before she began her education major.
Annabel expressed that “in high school, having a good English teacher…really helped prepare
me.”
It was also clear that the change from MLA format to APA or other formatting styles
were foreign to non-traditional first generation students which hindered their writing ability
resulting in confidence issues. Both Susan and Christian expressed their views on formatting
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styles. Susan mentioned that “You were not taught how to format and expand on the length of
the paper.” When interviewing Christian, he made clear comments on how his previous
experiences shaped his writing, yet he was lacking skills needed for formatting. “My past
experiences did prepare me…however, it did not prepare me for the different formats...APA and
MLA and all the different citations.”
Stephen and Terry admitted that they use informal or conversational language when
writing academic papers. Knowing that a more formal writing approach is required in academic
writing both Terry and Stephen realized that they needed to improve on these skills for
themselves. Terry admitted that “I write like I talk…I have a lot of grammatical errors.” Stephen
gave an honest comment as well. “I had to understand that I write the way I speak, so I had to be
really cognizant of some of the stuff I say when I’m writing, because I find myself writing the
way I speak.”
When interviewing these non-traditional first generation students, Felicia indicated that
being far removed from the writing process affected her writing. “I graduated high school in
1994, so I haven’t had to write a paper since high school.” Another student gave an interesting
metaphor for the feelings of her own writing. Grace stated, “When I came to the community
college, my writing was like in a closed space.” She expressed that even though she felt isolated
in her own writing, her community college professor provided helpful tips to broaden her
vocabulary and also gave clear instruction for how to revise and restructure her sentences.
During the university
When students become acclimated to the routine of college life, they become more in
tune to their responsibilities as an academic student; therefore, subsiding their level of stress. The
majority of responses reflected assuredness in writing while attending the university.
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When interviewing Stephen, he gave his feedback about the university as a whole. “I
think The University of Mississippi’s…expectations are on par compared to other
universities….Attending here, I definitely think it will prepare me moving forward.” Christian
explained that after high school, he spent five years away from an academic setting. He then
enrolled at a community college and then continued on to obtain a full four year degree at this
university off-campus instructional site. Gaining writing skills from the community college
became an essential skill necessary for academic writing at the university.
Comments from Cara, Terry, and Susan all felt prepared to tackle the level of writing at
the university, but each expressed different struggles that seemed to affect their writing overall.
Cara stated, “The hardest part was formatting.” Even though Terry felt prepared for academic
writing during college, she seemed to possess apprehensive feelings when beginning her writing
assignments. “I had writer’s block….I have more problems with the idea of what to write about
and then I get stuck…where it blocks me from being able to focus.” Susan opened up about
having anxiety about writing, but realized that she needed to “buckle down and do it.” Susan
seemed to be fully aware of her writing abilities, but recognized that she needed to motivate
herself to complete her tasks.
Felicia and Grace both expressed that they were prepared for writing upon entering the
university but were not initially prepared to take WRIT 250 Advanced Composition. Even
though this course was challenging, Felicia stated that it prepared her if she ever decided to
further her academic career and obtain a master’s degree. Grace, on the other hand, commented
on the reason why she enrolled in the WRIT 250 course. She mentioned this course would help
her “have more confidence and to be able to research.” Even though both students were ill
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prepared in taking this course they felt that it would enhance their writing and research skills
needed for other courses in their majors.
Table 4:
Perception of Academic Writing

Number of Responses

Comfortable with writing in the discipline

3

Confident in writing ability

6

Value writing ability

8

High Amount of Writing in Major

6

Perception of Academic Writing
Perception of Writing focuses on how non-traditional first generation students perceive
their comfort level when writing in their discipline and how confident they are in their own
writing ability. Students also explain how they value writing and give their perceptions of the
amount of writing within their major.
Comfortable with writing in the discipline
Students expressed their true concerns about the nature of how they felt when writing in
their own discipline. It seemed that their responses focused more on the struggles than
necessarily being comfortable. From the eight participants, only three stated that they felt
comfortable with the writing required in their discipline. The others were open about their
writing difficulties. Susan claimed that “There was more writing in my major than I expected. I
always fight my way through writing.” Describing her writing process in such a way underscores
the true concerns and pressures that non-traditional first generation students experience. Just like
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Susan, Terry also expressed having fear but she overcame that fear. She stated that “At first, I
was fearful and now I am comfortable.” This statement shows that when students work hard to
overcome their fears and struggles, they can achieve their own academic success. Grace truly
gave an honest response with the way she felt about writing and her own writing process. She
stated, “It’s okay, but I get confused often about what the teacher or the professor wants me to
do….It is kind of easy for another person, but I think about it too hard.” Stephen’s response
focused on the university’s expectations of writing, stating that, “writing has to be at the highest
level.”
Cara, an Education major, is a confident well-educated student who is comfortable with
her own writing ability. After attending school at a community college, she took a five year
break before entering into the university. While taking Education courses at the university, she
thought there would be many papers to write but realized that the writing required in her major
was not necessarily all research or essay based. Christian, a General Studies major who was
pursuing a career in Education, gave a different response. He remarked that the writing level
required in his discipline was “very high, because as a teacher you're expected to know how to
spell every word in the English language.”
Overall, most non-traditional first generation students recognized that the amount of
writing required in their discipline was adequate.
Confident with writing ability
The majority of these student participants expressed that they had difficulty with writing
initially, but after they were accustomed to the rhythm of college and the assignments required of
them, they expressed that they had confidence with their own writing ability. Students that
expressed low-confidence levels in their writing, gave honest responses to this issue. Susan and
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Terry both felt comfortable with their writing and recognized that it could be better. Susan
explained, “I feel great about my writing after I’m finished…but during the process of my
writing, I questioned myself.” She further explains by stating, “I’m not an exceptional writer…I
do feel like the more essays you write the better prepared you are for the next one.” Claiming
that each paper written helps to write the next paper is important to confirm that students have
the understanding that the more you write the better one can improve. She then made an
interesting statement for what she learned from her writing ability throughout attending the
university. “I think my writing skills are better after being in the university. Once I got prepared
for APA, I feel a bit more prepared.”
Terry opened up to say the, “quality of my own writing is mediocre. I’m not confident
enough to write without having someone else proofread it for me.” Stephen gave a more in-depth
response. “Honestly, I know my writing needs a lot of work. If I were to give a rating of my
writing on a scale from 1-10, I would give it a 4. I want to work on it. One of the things that I am
working on to improve my writing is to increase my reading. I hear the more you read the better
you can write.”
Both Christian and Cara felt confident in their writing ability and admitted that they have
come a long way. Cara stated, “I have really seen a lot of growth in myself as a writer.” Grace,
Felicia, and Annabel all agreed that they felt very comfortable with their writing especially the
writing required in their major. Annabel gave further explanation. “I’d like to believe it is pretty
good. I’m comfortable with it. I feel that I am able to communicate clearly through my writings.”
An additional question was asked to help clarify, which was, “Do you feel that your high school
writing experience has helped you with your writing?” Annabel stated that the writing skills
learned in high school helped her. She specifically mentioned how they helped her in the WRIT
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250 class. She then expressed the value of writing needed in her current employment. She
remarked on the amount of emails she writes to different employees. Here, Annabel makes the
connection from writing in the academic setting to the importance of writing on the job.
Value writing ability
Responses on Value writing ability showed how students felt about the importance of
their writing ability and its impact on how they communicate their thoughts and ideas in school
as well as their workplace. These non-traditional first generation students remarked on the
importance of writing.
Positive statements were made by both Cara and Christian on how they felt about their
own writing abilities. Education major Cara states, “My writing ability is very valuable to me
because I…have to be an excellent communicator.” Christian also claimed that, “I have a natural
ability, I suppose, to writing and speaking. I feel like the better you speak the better you write. I
like to throw in big words to make myself seem smart.”
Terry strongly stated that she values her own writing ability, but admitted, “I know that I
can do better. I know it’s a process. I am definitely interested in enhancing my quality of writing
compared to in the past. I am not fearful.” This comment serves as a self-reflective point made. It
is human nature to have the desire to improve. Annabel gave a true to life response as writing is
definitely valuable to her especially at her workplace where she is a manager. “I have to use it so
much at work…it’s important to me that I communicate with office staff and other managers and
upper management.” Stephen expressed a more pinpointed response to the value of writing as it
effects furthering his educational career in Higher Education. He stated, “I value it a lot! That is
why I want to get better at it. I understand as I move forward in my career to be an effective
communicator as well as an effective writer are absolutely essential because I want to have a
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career in Higher Ed.” Stephen understands the importance of writing and how valuable it can be
as it can afford you opportunities that may not have been available to you if your writing skills
were not at an acceptable coherent level.
High amount of writing in major
The two Social Work majors Terry and Susan both expressed that there was a large
amount of writing in their major. Education and General Studies majors, Cara and Christian
expressed that even though their majors did not require a lot of essays in the field of study, they
indicated that there was a “decent amount of writing” such as lesson plans and instructional
notes. Terry made a statement that confirmed that there is a lot of writing required in her major
classes. Yet, Felicia and Annabel, both Accountancy majors, stated that the writing required in
their major is minimal. Criminal Justice major Grace, explained that she does have writing
assignments and explained the importance of writing within her field. She gave the example of a
probation officer stating, “You have to be proficient with the writing. You have to explain in
detail.”
Table 5:
Use of On-site Campus Resources Utilized

Number of Responses

Writing Center

8

Use of On-site Campus Resources Utilized
The responses from the non-traditional first generation students were overwhelmingly
positive about being aware of an on-site student service that specifically focused on writing. All
student participants named the writing center as being that service.
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Writing Center
Cara explained that she was fully aware of the writing center and the services that it
provided for students. She did state that she had a professor that required students to make
appointments with the writing center. Although she was skeptical of using this service at first,
she did state, “I do feel like it helped me a lot, because I’m not one of those people that…would
ask for help.” She also commented on how the writing center tutors helped her “create an outline
that was really helpful” when she was writing her paper.
Terry used the writing center as a support for her own writing. Having a tutor present and
readily available helped. “Knowing that she was there just in case I needed her help, made me
feel confident for the support that she could give me.”
Christian understood the positives when utilizing the writing center. He also realized that
each had “different strengths and different weaknesses.” He was aware of what ideas to take and
not to take. Overall, his experiences with the writing center were “wonderful.”
Grace commented about the helpfulness by receiving another person’s perspective on her
writing. “I always go when I have a big paper or something, but the writing center helps because
you get to see someone’s perspective on your paper instead of just your own perspective….I
always ask what I need to improve on.” Susan explained the value of being able to talk to a tutor
about her writing was most beneficial. “Having somebody to bounce the ideas off of was
extremely helpful.”
Although Annabel was aware of the writing center service, she admitted that she had
never made a face-to-face or online appointment because of her work and class schedule. She did
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however make a comment about how useful it would be for those students just entering into
college.
Stephen recounted one of his tutorial experiences with a tutor. “I noticed that I was a lot
older than the writing center consultant…so I was hoping that she would be totally honest with
me. I was so thankful that she was…she was brutally honest about how to make my paper a lot
better. I really really enjoyed that feedback. So the Writing Center…is a vital resource….”
Discussions and Implications
During the non-traditional first generation students’ initial enrollment at the university,
they admitted that they were not quite prepared for the level of writing. After reviewing the data
from the student participants, it is evident that writing skills play an important foundational role
throughout university courses. Students who lack the necessary writing skills are more inclined
to suffer academically. Feelings of doubt, fear, anxiety, and uneasiness were all words used to
express academic writing by these participants. The overall concern was that they felt unprepared
for the writing required at the university level. Some students expressed that their limited writing
background did not help them when entering into college; therefore, causing them to feel anxious
which led to having feelings of low self-confidence when writing at a higher level.
Overwhelmingly, each student realized their writing needed to be improved. A few students
expressed formatting as an issue of concern, but overall the majority of students claimed that the
length of their paper and structure of their essay assignments were challenging.
It is evident that non-traditional first generation students are fully aware of the writing that is
required of them within their academic courses. Writing essays, research papers, lesson plans, or
reports, emphasize the fact that clear and well-developed writing is needed for communication.
The amount of writing required at the university was seen as extensive.
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Knowing that these non-traditional first generation students were all seniors, their
comments resulted in responses that stated they had confidence in their current writing ability but
indicated that it was not always like that in the beginning. Students reflected on writing as an
important skill not only in the university setting but also for their careers.
The students’ quality of their own writing revealed that they all have improved over the
semesters. Since these student participants were all seniors, they felt that their writing at this
stage was adequate and definitely better than when they first started college. Some students did
admit that during the writing process they felt a little unsure but once it was all completed they
felt great about their writing.
All students stated how much they valued their own writing. Seeing the connections that
students made with their writing as it relates to their coursework and their future careers,
demonstrated how they improved in their writing after being in the university. They also saw
how communication plays an important role with writing as well.
When professors witness informal or conversational writing, there is an indication that
more explanation is needed on how to write in a more formal tone for academic essays. Skills
need to be taught to ensure that students will be able to identify that their writing needs to be
reworded for a more appropriate audience. Writing skills and techniques are needed to help them
achieve this revision for formal writing. Although, this modification can become difficult when
the students cannot make the distinction between what good writing looks like as opposed to bad
writing.
Motivation was also a factor that interfered when students began their writing
assignments. It is important that students put their fears and apprehensive feelings aside so that it
does not plague their writing. Educators need to be aware of the various ways the writing process
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can be taught. Foundational writing skills as well as critical thinking skills are needed so that
non-traditional first generation students can overcome issues like writer's block which naturally
interfere with the writing process. As Peter Elbow (1973) states, “most writing is founded on
double binds: ‘you can’t find the right words till you know exactly what you are saying till you
find just the right words. The consequence is that you must start by writing the wrong meanings
in the wrong words, but keep writing till you get the right meaning in the right words. Only at the
end will you know what you are saying” (as cited in Fulwiler, 1987, p. 59). Every writer suffers
through writer’s block every now and then, yet stated from a non-traditional first generation
student, the meaning is reflected more about their performance level.
The quality of writing from these students was expressed in a way in which they were
struggling with the process of writing early on, but afterwards at the end of their coursework they
stated a feeling of accomplishment. When addressing one’s own thoughts and actions based on
issues that surround the writing process, critical thinking skills are then needed to be further
developed for clearer writing to occur. Pragmatic theorist, John Dewey (1910), states that critical
thinking is an “active, persistent, and careful consideration of a belief or supposed form of
knowledge in the light of the grounds which support it and the furthest conclusions to which it
ends” (p. 6). Educators who are aware of their students’ true feelings about their writing will be
better equipped to assist them throughout the process of writing. It is crucial to truly listen and
understand these comments from students as being a cry for help and understand their need for
writing instruction.
Because of its complexity, communicating through written discourse requires a high level
of abstract thinking in the art of the writer. The act of creating a piece of writing also
demands the synthesis and simultaneous application of a large number of discrete
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organizational skills. A writer must have something to write about, so content knowledge
is imperative. (Houston, 2004, p. 7)
It was also evident that years spent away from writing or the writing process was
definitely a factor infringing upon their ability. Their statements about being away from the
academic setting for years has really impacted their confidence level and posed limitations that
resulted in feelings of apprehension and separation from their peers. A student who knows that
their writing skill ability is weak affects the way in which they tackle an assignment. Students
can become withdrawn from the writing process and feel helpless. As Albert Bandura’s SelfEfficacy theory suggests:
self-efficacy represents one’s belief in his or her ability to manage and successfully
accomplish the actions requisite to effectively realize one’s goals. As such, self-efficacy
beliefs are not related to the skills an individual possesses. Rather, self-efficacy beliefs
are related to the confidence an individual has in his or her skills. (as cited in “The
Increased Importance,” 2014, p. 65)
Understanding the audience and the purpose of an essay assignment is also imperative for essay
development. Pressures that professors make on writing or the writing assignments affect this
level of confidence in students as well. Students trying to achieve their best when their writing
skills are lacking or are not as developed as their peers also cause fear and doubt. Carl Nagin
(2006) states, “Because writing often involves complex thinking and problem solving, teachers
need more than a set of fixed textbook procedures to teach it well and address the diverse needs
of student writers” (p. 15). Being assured of one’s own ability for writing is a needed core
concept to assure a student's academic success. Having a good understanding of the writing
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process and the importance of writing structure prior to entering into a college or university does
help strengthen the academic performance of a student.
The writing center proved to be a beneficial and useful resource to non-traditional
students in helping them improve upon their writing skills. All acknowledge it as an on-site
campus resource as a place in which students can go to receive help on their writing assignments.
Identifying that tutors from the writing center helped with prewriting skills such as creating an
outline, demonstrates that these fundamental skills help to organize the structure of thought from
the student writer. Tutors were also mentioned as being support systems to help with confidence
issues. The writing center offers a calming and relaxing atmosphere where students come in on a
regular basis just to get their thoughts and ideas together which truly proves to be an ideal
situation for those students who are suffering from the pressures of academic life. All students
regarded the writing center as being useful and supportive. Helpful, beneficial, and wonderful
were just some of the words used to describe the writing center.
Future research should be done to help better understand the writing issues and concerns
that prohibit clear writing productivity from non-traditional first generation students.
Summary of Findings
The findings throughout this study did expose the true perceptions of non-traditional first
generation students on their views of academic writing. It concluded that there were specific
areas that were focused around common threads of writing abilities and the feelings that were
associated with these abilities. All of these results supported the Problem of Practice as an issue
of concern for educators and administrators in higher education. To best ascertain these results,
this qualitative research focused on the following guiding research questions:
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1. What writing concerns are expressed by non-traditional first generation students entering the
University of Mississippi off-campus instructional site?
2. Upon entering the University of Mississippi off-campus instructional site, do non-traditional
first generation students feel as though they are prepared for academic writing?
3. What can non-traditional first generation students at the University of Mississippi off-campus
instructional site do to help strengthen their writing skills while taking academic courses?
The overall responses from these questions resulted in three major themes. The first
category being Preparedness for Academic Writing, the next was Perception of Writing, and the
last being On-site Campus Resources Utilized. Within each theme, codes were developed to help
categorize these students’ responses.
Responses pertaining to the first code, Comfortable with writing in the discipline, the
student participants expressed that they were lacking writing skills which impacted their ability
to achieve fully in their academic setting. Students expressed words and phrases such as: fear,
not prepared, struggle, and fighting through writing. Such words bring awareness to this issue of
academic writing and the skills needed for students to succeed at this level.
The second code, Confident in writing ability, showcased the overall feelings students
had while attending the university. Even though they expressed their comfort level of writing,
they verbalized their lack of confidence in their writing. Most student participants expressed that
they could further develop their writing skills.
The third code, Value writing ability, resulted in an overwhelming response from all
student participants. Each student gave an example of how they valued their writing and why it is
crucial for their future careers. Explanations of the importance of writing needed in their current
jobs as well as the importance of writing within their majors, were all expressed. This validation
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proves that non-traditional first generation students understand that clear writing and
communication skills are needed in and outside the academic setting.
The fourth code, High amount of writing in major, resulted in responses describing how
they felt about the amount of writing that is required within their respective major. The majority
of the responses felt that the amount required for their particular major was adequate. Others
stated that their major did not require large amounts of writing, but understood the importance of
knowing how to write for communication purposes.
The final theme, On-Site Campus Resources, had only one code. The Writing Center was
identified by each participant as an on-site campus resource that was extremely valuable. All
students stated that they utilized this on-site campus resource while attending the university.
Having the writing center as a resource to help assist students with their writing issues has
proven to be most valuable to the success and retention rates of students. The writing center
concept of student tutors helping their peers with their writing instills the confidence and
ownership of one’s own writing that is essential for future success of students in academe.
Overall, these students who identify as non-traditional and first generation, have a good
understanding about their own writing ability as it relates to academic writing. These results can
help educators and administrators become more in tune with the resources and assessments
needed to rectify this issue.
Next Steps
Understanding the results from this qualitative study as it relates to non-traditional first
generation students’ perception of academic writing will help administrators, educators, and
other stakeholders realize the importance of writing within post-secondary education. The results
from the study did indicate that non-traditional first generation students do possess low59

confidence levels in their academic writing upon entering into the university. It is important to
acknowledge this fact so that educators and administrators can develop resources throughout
their institution that will be most productive to students’ success. Ultimately, it is up to the
individual student to be aware of their own writing inabilities and find ways to rectify them.
Universities who have student resources available for these types of situations are best practices
that will help alleviate this problem. Further discussion of strategies and recommendations on
how administrators and educators can resolve the concerns of academic writing will be addressed
in Manuscript Three.
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Problem of Practice
University professors are noticing non-traditional first generation students struggling with
writing which interferes with their academic success. “What students bring to college matters;
this is particularly the case with respect to their academic preparation” (Arum & Roksa, 2011, p.
117). Ideas are not expressed coherently and critical thinking skills are not developed, thus
reflecting a poor production of material learned. It is also important to note that “Many urban
two- and four-year colleges are ill prepared to deal with the substantial developmental needs that
students bring to the classroom” (Engstrom, 2008, p. 6). The initial purpose behind constructing
research on the issue of writing perceptions from non-traditional first generation students came
about because students expressed verbally their writing concerns as it relates to the demands of
university courses. These students, who are transferring into the university, experience issues of
being “overwhelmed with information…that they have…forgotten much of the material by the
time the first semester rolls around” (Tinto, 2012, p. 16). As these students transition into the
university, they should be equipped with the necessary writing skills required at the collegiate
level.
The basis behind the development and construction of the conceptual framework focused
on the core issues that affect students’ writing abilities specifically those of non-traditional first
generation students. The theories used to help explain these issues of concern primarily focused
on John Dewey‘s Pragmatic Theory; Lev Vygotsky’s Cognitive Theory; Louise Rosenblatt’s
Transactional Theory; Albert Bandura’s Self-efficacy; and Vincent Tinto’s Learning
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Communities. Together, these theories help to better understand the issue of academic writing as
a concern for non-traditional first generation students.
Dewey’s Pragmatic Theory was used as the central focus to help practitioners understand
the necessity of developing practical and functional means within a classroom setting to better
examine the nature behind the lack of writing skills from non-traditional first generation
students. “Dewey’s central insight is that the only way in which we can find out the meaning of
immediate experiences is by means of action” (Biesta & Burbules, 2003). Educators that instruct
with practical means connect ideas with their students making the process of learning more
engaging and meaningful. As stated by Biggs and Tang (1999/2011) they “discern three levels of
thinking about teaching, each with its own focus: what the student is, what the teacher does and
what the student does” (as cited in Hagström & Lindberg, 2012, p. 120). This approach can help
to better understand the non-traditional first generation student as a whole.
Along with the Pragmatic Theory approach to learning, Rosenblatt’s Transactional theory
was used to help recognize the interactions between the student and the written text. “Both reader
and text are essential to the transactional process of making meaning” (Rosenblatt, 1995, p. 27).
In relationship to how this is also essential for the educator, Rosenblatt (1995) explains,
“Literature lends little comfort to the teacher who seeks the security of a clearly defined body of
information” (p. 27). Just as it is important for the student to make meaningful connections to the
readings, it is also important for the educator to understand the connections made by the student.
This transactional approach is evident within student writing as it reflects meaning, thought, and
critical thinking from the written work.
Albert Bandura’s Self-efficacy Theory is critical and crucial by means of better
interpreting the human connection of self-worth and self-improvement on a task or skill like
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writing that is in need of improvement. The importance of Bandura’s self-efficacy resonates with
Vincent Tinto’s (2012) explanation of how “Enhanced self-efficacy promotes, in turn, behaviors
that further the likelihood of success” (p. 69). Students need to feel empowered within
themselves for themselves. Low-confidence levels need to be diminished.
Vygotsky’s Cognitive theory is also important for non-traditional first generation students
to understand the meaning of the skills needed to critically think and therefore respond to
personal ideas about an issue. “Vygotsky’s work seems to be helpful to teachers, who as a matter
of educational strategy probably should not treat their students as if they are frozen at some
definite intellectual state, and thus as if they are incapable of further growth or development”
(Phillips & Soltis, 2009, p. 58). Educators who can provide academic confidence within their
students can help eradicate this low-confidence issue and push their students to achieve at their
highest academic level. “Language is the supreme human ‘psychological tool,’ making higher
forms of learning, problem-solving, and acquisition of many skills possible. And both Vygotsky
and Dewey recognized that language is, primarily, a means of communication” (Phillips &
Soltis, 2009, p. 59).
Vincent Tinto’s Learning Communities informs the importance of communities that
encourage social support systems on campus. “Academic involvement in class through the use of
cooperative group work, for instance, has been shown to promote social involvement that
extends beyond the class” (Tinto, 2012, p. 65). Tinto (2012) further explains that “Firstgeneration and low-income students, for instance, typically lack the sorts of shared knowledge,
or cultural capital, that more affluent students…commonly possess about the nature of the
college experience and what it takes to succeed” (p. 11). A writing center, also referred to as a
student support service, provides a resource for students that fulfills a one-on-one experience for
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helping students truly become better writers. The writing center provides an additional means to
collectively communicate ideas in an environment that is considered safe and conducive to
learning. Community engagement and authentic writing experiences are central to Muriel
Harris’s 1988 statement which supports writing centers’ work: “In the writing center the writer
joins a community of writers…. [T]he writing center’s role in providing writers with first-hand
experience in interacting with readers who can help writers learn about the discourse community
for which they are writing.”
In addition to Tinto’s Learning Communities, Stephen North’s article, The Idea of a
Writing Center, speaks to the notion that “in a writing center the object is to make sure that
writers, and not necessarily their texts, are what get changed by instruction” (as cited in Barnett
& Blummer, 2008, p. 69). When students frequent the writing center, they become more engaged
with their own writing equipping them with a sense of ownership that allows for confidence.
This confidence provides students with the self-assuredness that they can tackle any writing
assignment in their academic discipline that is required of them and know that it is attainable.
“As with supplemental instruction, the coherent linking of support activities among courses in
the learning community enables students to quickly apply what they learn in the support course
to the academic demands of the other courses” (Tinto, 2012, p. 38).
Writing skills became an issue for non-traditional first generation students as it impacted
their performance and confidence level. Their lack of basic paragraph development, expressing
argument, and defining a clear thesis statement have impacted students’ capability for composing
clear and developed responses to academic assignments. This study was done to help further
understand the nature of these students’ perception of their own writing and in turn will suggest
ways in which professors, administrators, and other stakeholders may be able to implement
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change. As John Dewey states, he “wanted schools to engage students in meaningful activities
where they had to work with others on problems. Purposeful activity in social settings was the
key to genuine learning in Dewey’s view” (Phillips & Soltis, 2009, p. 56). When administrators
and educators collaborate, academic issues can be solved. Further efforts of student support
services, like that of the writing center, need to be readily available for all students.
This qualitative study used the responses from non-traditional first generation students
which were asked questions concerning their own perceptions of writing. The responses from
these questions reflected on the following issues: writing skills were not honed upon arrival to
the university resulting in unpreparedness; remembering the MLA and APA format for essay
composition; and how to compose a well-developed essay including paragraph development.
These students also expressed that being away from the college setting affected their writing as it
related to their academic courses, which became a problem of concern. After conducting the
qualitative study, the majority of non-traditional first generation students expressed that
frequenting the writing center helped them with their writing skills and their confidence. Hearing
these concerns and issues from students provoked the research to understand the struggles faced
when attending a public university off-campus instructional site. From this qualitative study the
researcher wanted to find viable solutions to help non-traditional first generation students
overcome these writing concerns.
Summary of Findings
The consensus from the students who partook in the semi-structured interviews on a public
university off-campus instructional site claimed that while taking college courses, writing was
seen as an obstacle that they knew they had to overcome. All of the students commented on their
positive experiences when visiting the writing center as an on-site campus resource that was
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available to them. Writing is seen as an area of concern for the majority of these non-traditional
first generation students. Expressing the length of the essays required of them, the different
formatting guidelines that they had to now use instead of what they were taught before was also
an obstacle for them.
Overall, non-traditional first generation students did feel that their writing was a concern
upon entering into the university. All students had their own self-efficacy issues and problems
when relating to writing in their academic courses. Anxiety and fear were still feelings felt when
composing a written assignment yet these feelings resulted in their lack of self-confidence or the
simple fact of wanting to be the best student for themselves. It was concluded that the more
writing done by non-traditional first generation students the better they became.
Non-traditional first generation students who participated in this qualitative study were
assigned a pseudonym to protect the students’ identity. The student’s pseudonym, major, age,
and the date of the interview are listed in Table 6.
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Table 6:
Pseudonym

Major

Age

Date of Interview

Christian

General Studies
26 years old
(History, Biology, and
Religion)

December 13, 2018

Cara

Elementary Education 28 years old

April 1, 2019

Terry

General Studies

38 years old

March 18, 2019

Susan

Social Work

42 years old

March 25, 2019

Felicia

Accounting

42 years old

July 30, 2019

Annabel

Accounting

34 years old

July 30, 2019

Grace

Criminal Justice

25 years old

September 30, 2019

Stephen

General Studies

36 years old

September 30, 2019

The results from this qualitative study helped to identify the issues faced by nontraditional first generation students. The skills of writing that are not practiced on a regular basis
can truly impact the writing performance of a student who has been away from academic writing.
“Writing is a very complex neurodevelopmental process” (Grünke & Leonard-Zabel, 2015, p.
138). This gap from being away from the college setting and writing academic papers poses a
concern which educators need to be aware of as it relates to their students. Refreshing those
writing skills is imperative to help students gain control of their own writing style and process.
Ultimately, writing is a process and requires clear thinking for clear communication expressed in
written form.
There are ample amounts of literature that focus on strategies for writing but it is
imperative for post-secondary educators of all disciplines to integrate these writing strategies
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within their curriculum and instruction as writing is not solely required in a writing or
composition class. “A recurring theme in a study setting out to explore the writing experience of
a group of ‘non-traditional’ students in higher education is that of student confusion about what’s
required in their academic writing” (Lillis & Turner, 2001, p. 58).
Improving Practice to Enhance Equity, Ethics, and Social Justice
Throughout higher education, administrators and faculty are constantly trying to find the
best approaches to resolving access, equity, and social justice issues that surround students.
Developing adequate resources on and off campus have been vital for students’ success in
college. Most importantly the issue of communication as it relates to written form is an area that
needs more attention and focus in resolving this underlying problem that plagues students in
college. It is vital to understand that ideas and thoughts emerging from students help to shape
society as a whole. Addressing writing concerns and issues in students from all grade levels,
educators can help to facilitate an approach which will instill confidence within to help them so
that they can become stronger writers. “Moreover, having demanding faculty who include
reading and writing requirements in their courses…is associated with improvement in students’
critical thinking, complex reasoning, and writing skills” (Arum & Roksa, 2011, p. 93). Even if
these writing skills are not fully honed during their formative years of academic education, postsecondary educators can still have a huge impact on these students by assessing their writing
ability and assisting them on an individual basis. Courses offered by the university for transfer
students that are specific to developing writing skills can be beneficial. In an article by Patrick
Smith (2018) he states that “four-year universities desire math and writing skills above the
others” (p. 5). Non-traditional first generation students have expressed their concerns for being
unprepared for academic level writing. These students have openly expressed their concerns
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about their own writing confidence level which interferes with their academic performance.
Educators are also aware of the lack of quality writing skills that these students encounter which
causes concern.
In efforts to improve and enhance university students’ experience, the Quality
Enhancement Plan (QEP) of 2011, focused on writing, resulted in the implementation of placing
writing centers on the university main campus as well as on two off-campus instructional sites. A
unique situation occurred where one university off-campus instructional site shared the same
building with a community college off-campus instructional site. Being hired to serve in this role
as a writing center director for this particular university off-campus instructional site, it was
advantageous to partner with the community college, so that the writing center could service
students from both institutions.
In the year of 2017, the QEP on writing was issued for this community college which
also stipulated a writing center to be implemented on the community college main campus and
their off-campus instructional site. Now having two writing center directors, one for the
university and the other for the community college in one building, both writing center directors
felt it was important to maintain an inclusive environment by having one writing center which
emphasized community engagement.
Having a relaxed and welcoming writing center has helped enhance the partnership
between the community college and the university. Further, students who attend classes at the
community college and who transfer to the university are now familiar with the student support
services that the writing center provides. Sharing space has allowed for shared resources, both
among tutors and administrators. Tutors from each institution rely on one another for guidance
and feedback; the directors of the shared center collaborate both on programmatic decisions and
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on tutor-training. A centerpiece of this collaboration is the mentoring program that pairs the
community college and the university tutors to ensure continuity of experience for students,
while promoting community among tutors. Student support services such as writing centers, help
to scaffold writing techniques that professors may not have the time to address in a lecture
classroom. Writing center campus workshops for all university students were created as well to
help make writing resources readily available for them. From these efforts it is noted that
students must take responsibility within themselves to seek this help that is provided to them.
Writing centers implement the support and encouragement students need for refining their
writing skills. Both directors felt that supporting a community of writers begins not only with the
institutions’ student populations but also within secondary schools. By working with secondary
school administrators to pilot writing centers at secondary schools within the region, the directors
have mobilized the combined resources of the community college and university writing centers
to encourage community development and engagement within secondary schools.
Resources for Implementation and Recommendations
Communication of ideas in written and verbal form with good writing practices can help
a society grow and prosper. Working together effectively and efficiently is crucial to the
development of an ever-changing society. Understanding each other’s thoughts can help to
overcome many obstacles that prohibit productivity of a society. However, the issue remains that
writing has become a problem that needs to be remedied.
As institutions evaluate ways to make a positive change for students in the future it is
imperative for administrators, faculty, and staff to work together to improve retention rates.
According to Vincent Tinto (1987):
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It requires that institutions rethink traditional ways of structuring collegiate
learning environments and find new ways of actively involving students, as well
as faculty, in their intellectual life. It requires a deeper understanding of the
importance of educational community to the goals of higher education. (p. 212)
Along with Vincent Tinto, “psychologist Diane Ruble (1994) offers a model that ties
developmental change to life transitions such as going to college. Transitions are significant
because they present new situations about which individuals know little and in which they will
experience uncertainty” (Harper & Jackson, 2011, p. 252). The more awareness administrators
and faculty can give to this issue, the more inclined higher education will see a change for
growth in the population of students.
Recommendation for addressing the details of this social issue of writing as it is seen
throughout all classes in higher education, is to help professors understand how to assess and
remedy this specific issue. During faculty orientation there could be a time set aside for a
workshop designed for faculty to use various types of writing strategies within their classes. This
teaching workshop will be specific for all faculty across the disciplines. It will be geared towards
encouraging professors to incorporate more writing within their daily instruction, which will
consist of ideas that focus on each discipline and writing approaches that those professors can
use and require of their students. Other ideas will focus on ways to incorporate short answer
responses within an exam or quiz, as well as having small group writing activities. This will not
be a mandatory or forced way of telling a teacher how to teach their class, but rather a way to
show how a specific lesson could be taught with a writing component. The main message of this
workshop would be to remind faculty of the importance of incorporating or addressing writing
into the classroom. Some faculty in fields that are not writing specific or do not require writing
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may shy away from such a suggestion, but it is important to remind them that students need to
have a consistent practice of writing and an avenue for expressing their ideas to help them
articulate their points in practical written forms.
Policy makers and educators from both community colleges and universities need to
work together to ensure success from their student body. When community colleges and
universities offer writing courses that align with student learning outcomes, a smoother transition
can occur. It is recommended that students who are transfer students or who have taken a two or
more year hiatus from their higher education, are recommended to enroll in a transfer course.
This transfer experience course as offered by The University of Mississippi, will incorporate
academic writing that will allow for the reeducation of writing skills that need to be refreshed.
This academic writing component in the transfer course will embed writing strategies and
various academic formats that will help students feel better prepared for the writing workload
that is expected and assigned at the university level.
Having a writing center available at every community college and university can promote
better student writers which will ultimately enhance the quality of student education. Writing
centers are essential for helping students understand the importance of process writing and how
to develop their own writing skills. Administrators, staff, and faculty stakeholders can rely on the
free tutorial services offered by this on-site student support service. The writing center not only
offers free peer to peer tutorial services, it also provides in-class writing workshops for faculty.
In-class tutoring has also been done with various courses such as Southern Literature and
American History to name a couple. Tutors and writing center directors assisted students in their
classes with developing thesis statements and paragraph organization. This in-class tutoring
process worked yet some professors realized that the students were not prepared initially with
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their ideas for what they wanted to write about so the in-class workshop was not as successful as
it could have been.
Recommendations for Outreach Services
It is not very often that you see college professionals, especially writing center directors,
enter into a middle school, but during the last week of November 2018, the community college
writing center directors and the university off-campus writing center director collaborated with
eighth grade educators at a middle school located in the same region to explore how writing
centers can impact students at any grade level.
The writing center directors gave mini-writing lessons to various eighth grade students in
efforts to encourage and inspire students. Both the community college writing center directors
and the university writing center director explained to students the importance of audience and
purpose and how description in ones’ writing is so important for the reader. This exposure led to
students of this age see the importance of writing and the possibilities attending a college or
university can offer. The feedback from the middle school students reflected their engagement
with writing which bolstered the benefits that writing gave them when expressing their thoughts
and ideas. They were intrigued and wanted to learn more. Overall, writing centers provide
collaboration with writing among students so that they do not feel alone or isolated during the
writing process. Partnering with the community college and middle school was something that
generated a positive result from both practitioners and students.
In the future another possibility would be for tutors to outreach their services and give
mini-writing lessons or provide one-on-one tutoring one day out of the week to help model the
importance of peer review and prewriting skills to other middle or high school students in the
surrounding areas. Writing center tutors could also provide writing workshops. This visit from
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the writing center directors was done in the hopes of establishing writing centers in the middle
schools and high schools across the north region of the state.
Another partnership emerged when the two writing center directors who share a writing
center at the off-campus instructional site collaborated and gave a writing workshop on a
Saturday to college bound high school students. This invitation has sparked an on-going event
that will help the continued promotion of the importance of receiving a college degree and will
help to prepare students for their writing requirements seen in college or university level writing.
Practitioner Reflection
Entering into the Higher Education Doctoral program has made me more aware of the
obstacles and challenges that students face when entering into college. As a doctoral student, I
feel that this program has helped me become a better educator. Each class strengthened my
critical thinking and analytical skills. By taking classes throughout this program, I became more
educated in understanding the access and affordability issues that students go through just to
obtain an education. Knowing these struggles of my students has made me more consciously
aware of their personal circumstances as they tackle college. The material taught through this
program helped me to delve deeper into issues addressed and think more critically. I began to
analyze material in such a way to help articulate a clear message to my audience. Refreshing
these skills has helped me be more encouraging to my students and more understanding of their
writing concerns and issues.
Knowing that this program encouraged research in practitioner work, I was able to focus
on an issue that not only affected my teaching career but that of other college professors. The
research that I found has been instrumental in the way I view and assess my students’ academic
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performance. I am better able to hone in on the core issue and help find strategies that will
alleviate these barriers for my students so that they can achieve their tasks.
I feel that writing, grammar skills, and language are all learned throughout the
developmental stages of a person’s life and therefore a strong adaptation of these skills is formed
and applied while enrolled in university classes. It is the lack of using these skills that I feel
relates to the writing problems that are seen in the advanced writing class offered at the
university to these students. Not utilizing these learned skills and advancing them, creates a gap
in this writing process.
While teaching advanced composition at the university off-campus instructional site, I
feel students are expressing their frustrations with their own writing skills and feeling
underprepared for the level of work expected at the university level compared to the community
college level. It is important for me to incorporate various teaching skills and strategies to
address different types of learners: the kinesthetic, the auditory, and the visual. Higher order
thinking is required and more knowledge of various formatting styles are needed to be known.
For example Modern Language Association (MLA) is not the only format style that professors
are requiring of their students. American Psychological Association (APA) and Chicago Manual
Style (CMS) are also a necessity. As a practitioner of writing, I am curious about how first
generation non-traditional students view or perceive their own writing skills upon entering into
the advanced writing composition course I teach.
I also strive to implement effective writing strategies that help encourage both
independent and collaborative writing within the classroom. These writing strategies will help
facilitate deeper thinking and encourage new ideas and thoughts from students. By showing the
importance of real-life applications of these required assignments, I believe they will be better
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prepared for the job market. One of my primary goals as a teacher is to communicate clearly with
each student. Setting aside time to help students with specific questions has been very helpful
when teaching research writing. In addition to practicing these skills, meeting with each student
for a one-on-one conference to discuss the details of the assignment has proven helpful in their
productivity as a writer. I sincerely believe that as a teacher, I want to make certain that my
students are being reached at the level of their understanding.
In teaching advanced composition to juniors and seniors, I have learned that many
students lack critical writing skills. Teaching non-traditional students, English language learners
(ELL), and those students who have not taken a writing class in more than five years, brings its
own challenges. As an educator, I also need to possess the skills and tools to help facilitate
deeper thinking and encourage new ideas and thoughts from students. By showing the
importance of real-life applications of these required assignments, I believe they are much better
prepared for the job market. Dewey states, “‘The sources of educational science are any portions
of ascertained knowledge that enter into the heart, head and hands of educators, and which by
entering in, render the performance of the educational function more enlightened, more human,
more truly educational than it was before” (Biesta & Burbules, 2003, n.p.). This statement truly
identifies the progressive nature of educators and education as a whole. I believe I accomplish
this objective by giving my students plenty of time on task activities with monitored guidance in
the beginning of learning a new skill.
As I reflect on my twelve years of teaching writing at the college level, I have come to
realize that in the task of writing, students truly learn by doing. Each semester, I continue to hone
my own research writing skills and strive to be creative, so that I will have a fresh approach in
teaching the joys of writing. Taking this active role, I have been afforded opportunities to speak
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about writing techniques needed in college writing courses to college bound high school
students. I have also given in-class writing workshops to middle school students in the
surrounding areas. Conducting these workshops and presenting at conferences I am constantly
improving my professional development skills while learning various ways to integrate writing
activities into my class instruction. Being a lifelong learner, I will continue to research
innovative and creative ways of engaging my students in the writing process so that they can
reach their full potential.
Having in-class one-on-one conferences with students to discuss their essay drafts has
been so instrumental in how I assess each student’s writing and their writing style. I am able to
have a conversation with them about their writing and get a clearer meaning behind the message
they want to convey. By doing so, I can help them rephrase a sentence or encourage them to add
more detail to develop their thoughts. John Dewey attests to the fact that “The object of foresight
of consequences is not to predict the future. It is to ascertain the meaning of present activities and
to secure, so far as possible, a present activity with a unified meaning” (Biesta & Burbules, 2003,
n.p.). Students who are more connected with their own writing and see the value of process
writing are better able to develop themselves as a stronger writer. Enhancing one’s own skills is
an important aspect of being a college student. Ultimately, learning and understanding at a pace
that ensures deeper knowledge.
Throughout the construction of this dissertation manuscript, I was able to present the
results of this qualitative study. At the International Writing Center Association (IWCA) 2019
conference, my writing center colleagues and I presented our individual research in a
presentation entitled, “The Art of Action Research.” Being able to share my findings helped me
to connect with other educators. Sharing these students’ statements about their own writing
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issues created more discussion on how these challenges are not isolated to one university.
Academic writing concerns from students effects all educators and administrators to seek some
resolution to this problem.
Prior to the dissertation, I had the opportunity to present with my fellow university
writing center directors on building alliances with multi-campus writing centers on the university
campuses at the 2017 International Writing Center Conference. Following that presentation, the
university campus writing center directors were invited to speak at the 2018 Center for
Excellence Teaching and Learning luncheon to university professors about how the writing
center is a support service that helps the writing needs of their students. In that same year, I
presented at the university main campus’ Transitioning to College Writing Symposium on ways
that community college writing centers and university writing centers work collaboratively to
help improve student writing. This presentation led to another which focused on the topic of
expanding communities and social engagement in the writing center, presented at the
International Writing Center Association conference. In addition to presenting, I have been able
to attend a professional development workshop called The Writing Project Summer Institute for
Teachers which introduces various writing techniques to implement into the classroom.
Dissemination of Findings
The core values of an academic leader focuses on the needs of the students. By listening
to and understanding the concerns of students, leaders can identify what changes need to be
made. Providing accessibility for students is imperative for success in their academic future.
Having resources available for students both on and off campus that adhere to the diverse student
body will ensure a successful outcome. Leaders who consult and conference with students are
more inclined to understand their needs and desires. It is critical for academic leaders who are
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also educators to provide opportunities for students to grow and expand in their understanding of
the material being taught. Students who are more connected with their own academic learning
often achieve a level of investment that allows them to see the value and potential of their
academic success which ultimately leads to learning and understanding in a way that ensures
deeper knowledge.
In the academic years ahead the university student tutors who speak to high school
students about the opportunities working at a writing center, would be one way to increase our
student enrollment at The University of Mississippi DeSoto regional campus. It would also give
the tutors exposure to speaking publicly about their professional role at the university. The
writing center tutorial service has face-to-face tutoring for all students as well as online
synchronous chat services. In 2017, the university’s Department of Writing and Rhetoric helped
the writing centers add the option of correspondence asynchronous tutoring so that nontraditional students or those students who were unable to visit the writing center during hours of
operation, would have the opportunity to have their writing reviewed.
In an effort to market the writing center on the university campus, student tutors have
created accounts on social media to help spread the word about the writing center services. They
have shared grammar lessons and other writing posts that students and faculty can view.
Summary of Manuscript
The overall development of the Problem of Practice began with the concerns heard by
both the faculty and the students on how either writing concerns have inflicted upon their work
or that the level of writing required in the academic setting is too overwhelming where they feel
unprepared. Advanced composition courses taught to juniors and seniors, as well as other
courses offered on the off-site instructional campus allow educators to see writing issues and
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concerns firsthand. Educators who witness such issues need to develop strategies to help these
students succeed. Administrators and educators who are aware that writing skills in students who
attend college need to be addressed as a social justice issue. By focusing on how educators can
encourage or support students struggling with their own writing skills can be a practice that
involves the educators to find resources on or off campus that help support their students.
Critical thinking skills go hand in hand with writing skills and reading skills. Good writers are
good readers, therefore, it is imperative to address a student’s literacy rate as well. Often students
are confused by upper level reading material because they have not established the basic
phonetic and comprehension skills needed for reading. When students fail to understand the
material being taught, they become lost and withdrawn from the subject. In the book, “Daring to
Lead,” the author, Brené Brown (2018) explains to teachers that they “must be guardians of a
space that allows students to breathe and be curious and explore the world and be who they are
without suffocation….It can and often does change the trajectory of their life” (p. 13). Educators
need to be aware of their student population as it relates to the various writing and reading skills
of their students.
Educators who understand the equity issues of being mindful of each of their students’
success and productivity in the classroom and in other academic courses will help students find
the will and drive to be successful and achieve their ultimate goals. More specifically, first
generation non-traditional students are having to face obstacles from time spent away from
writing which becomes a challenge for them to articulate their message in written form clearly
for the assigned coursework. Educators who understand the ethical importance of encouraging
support and providing adequate resources for students who view writing as a challenge will only
help instead of hinder a student to achieve their very best in their academic career. It is through
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the assessment by the educator that these students can get the help they need. Resources such as
the writing center provide such access that addresses ethics, equity and social justice.
Utilizing effective teaching strategies that promote and encourage critical thinking in their
academic writing is also key for student attainment. Finding ways to connect students with
resources whether at an on-site campus student resource, such as the writing center or other
student support services on or off campus, helps students in their academic career. Students need
to feel confident and secure in their ability to complete an assignment. Educators and
administrators who have both patience and compassion for these students is very important to
their ultimate success.
Having taught in a university setting, I am constantly aware of the struggles my students
face with writing. They verbally express to me, in my advanced composition class, that they are
not equipped with the writing skills necessary for this class. They express that they have never
used the APA format before, only MLA. Once they realize that this class is researching ethical
issues in their field, they feel overwhelmed with finding and understanding academic scholarly
articles. As an instructor, I am constantly having to find teachable moments to help my students
craft their own writing in a way that takes it section by section. Creating activities that help them
formulate a well working thesis is also helpful. I feel it is imperative for educators to understand
the writing concerns of students. When incorporating small writing activities within classroom
discussion, students seem to resonate well with the task and skill being taught. Making writing
an activity that is obtainable for students will help them develop their writing skills.
Overall, non-traditional students feel apprehensive with their own views of writing
especially writing in an academic setting. Non-traditional students express their feelings of
writing inadequacy due to the lack of writing in an academic setting. Being out of the classroom
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for such a long time, their writing skills are not as strong as they could be if they had been
writing consistently. Most non-traditional students have had jobs or are in current jobs that do
not require extensive writing skills. It is upon entering college and having to complete academic
essays and research papers that these students feel underprepared for the workload that is
involved. Ultimately, if non-traditional students utilize the free writing services available on their
campus, they will be better equipped to accomplish their goals and obtain the necessary writing
skills needed so that they can become a successful student.
Written communication, as it is practiced and perfected, can be a powerful tool for
students to articulate their views. Higher education is the platform for students to spring board
their ideas to make a difference in society. Students who are able to communicate clearly and
coherently are able to express their views which is essential for developing individual thinkers
and motivators. Universities and colleges allow for such an experience where students can grow
and flourish individually and professionally.
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Appendix I
Title: Perceptions of Academic Writing from First Generation Non-traditional Students:
A Qualitative Study
Interview Questions
Researcher: Jeanine Rauch

Date:

Interviewee:

Location:

I. Are you 25 years of age or older?

A:

I. Have either of your parents graduated from a college or university?

A:

I. How have your past experiences with writing prepared you for writing at the university?

A:

I. How do you feel about the level of writing required in your discipline?
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A:

I. What is the amount of writing required in your major?

A:

I. How do you currently feel about the quality and level of your own writing?

A:

I. How prepared do you feel for the level of writing required at the university?

A:

I. How much do you value your writing ability?

A:

I. Can you give me an example of where you have best demonstrated your writing skills?

A:
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I. What on-site campus resources are you aware of that could help improve your writing skills? If
so, what were your experiences using these resources?

A:
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